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Abstract 
Many real-life problems such as map-coloring, job-shop scheduling, resource 
allocation, and machine vision can be modeled as constraint satisfaction prob-
lems (CSPs), which can be solved by maintaining node and arc consistencies 
in backtracking tree search. Given a problem, we can usually formulate it 
into different mutually redundant CSP models. W e can take the advantages 
of each model by combining them into one combined model using channel-
ing constraints. This modeling technique is known as redundant modeling. 
In classical constraint satisfaction, redundant modeling has been shown effec-
tive in increasing constraint propagation and reducing search space for many 
problem instances. In this thesis, we investigate how to benefit the same 
from redundant modeling for weighted constraint satisfaction problems (WC-
SPs), a common soft constraint framework for modeling optimization and 
over-constrained problems. First, we show how to automatically generate a 
redundant W C S P model from an existing W C S P using generalized model in-
duction. W e then uncover why naively combining mutually redundant W C S P s 
by posting channeling constraints as hard constraints and relying on the stan-
dard node consistency (NC*) and arc consistency (AC*) algorithms would 
miss pruning opportunities, which are available even in a single model. Based 
on these observations, we propose m-NC* and m-AC* and their associated 
algorithms for effectively enforcing node and arc consistencies in a combined 
ii 
model with m sub-models. The two notions are strictly stronger than NC* 
and AC* respectively. Prototype implementations of our proposed algorithms 
confirm that applying 2-NC* and 2-AC* on combined models allow far more 
constraint propagation than applying the state-of-the-art AC*, FDAC*, and 
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This thesis reports work on redundant modeling on weighted constraint satis-
faction problems (WCSPs), a common soft constraint framework. Redundant 
modeling is a concept adopted from constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) 
to increase efficiency in problem solving. This chapter first gives a brief intro-
duction on CSPs and an overview of constraint solving techniques. W e then 
point out the need of soft constraint frameworks and introduce the concept of 
redundant modeling. W e also discuss the motivations of our research and give 
an overview of the goals we have achieved. 
1.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems 
Many decision problems can be modeled as constraint satisfaction problems 
(CSPs). Some examples are map coloring, job-shop scheduling [FAS82, Fox87], 
resource allocation [SF89, CFN94], and machine vision [Wal75]. The definition 
of a CSP, in the sense of Mackworth [Mac77], can be stated as follows: 
We are given a finite set of variables, a finite domain of possible 
values for each variable, and a conjunction of constraints. Each 
constraint is a relation defined over a subset of the variables，lim-
iting the combination of values that the variables in this subset can 
1 
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take. The goal is to find a consistent assignment of values from 
the domains to the variables so that all the constraints are satisfied 
simultaneously. 
Example 1.1 The n-queens problem is to place n queens on an n x n chess 
board in such a way that no two queens can be placed on the same row, same 
column, or same diagonal. W e illustrate how the 4-queens problem can be 
modeled as a CSP. 
To model the problem, we can use four variables {xi,x2, ^ 3,3:4}. Each 
variable xi denotes the row position of queen i in column i of the chess board. 
The domains of the variables are thus {1,2,3,4}. The choice of variables 
ensures that no two queens can be on the same column by default. The other 
constraints enforce that no two queens can be on the same: 
• row: Xi — Xj for all 1 < i < j < 4, and 
• diagonal: \xi — Xj\ — j _ i for all 1 < z < j < 4. 
xl x2 x3 x4 
1 I Q I 
2 Q 
3 = = = I 
4 Q 
Figure 1.1: A solution of the 4-queens problem 
There are two solutions for this CSP. The first solution 9i assigns values 2, 
4, 1, and 3 to variables Xi, X2, and X4 respectively. In the second solution 
62, variables Xi,工2，工3, and X4 take values 3, 1, 4，and 2 respectively. Figure 
1.1 gives the solution 9i for the 4-queens problem, in which "Q" denotes the 
assignment of each variable Xi. • 
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In general, solving CSPs is NP-complete. Any solving algorithm is bound 
to require exponential time in the worst case. A common way to solve CSPs is 
to combine backtracking tree search [GB65, Gas77, BP81, DP87, Nad89] with 
constraint propagation [Apt99a, Apt99b]. Backtracking tree search systemati-
cally tries every value of the variable domains in a CSP to search for solutions. 
The search backtracks if some constraints are violated during search. At each 
node in the search tree, local consistency algorithms are applied to remove 
infeasible values from variable domains without removing the solutions of the 
problem. Examples of local consistency notions are node and arc consistencies 
Mon74, Mac77]. Removing a value from a variable domain during backtrack-
ing tree search means pruning a sub-tree of the whole search tree. This helps 
in reducing the size of the search space. 
1.2 Weighted Constraint Satisfaction Problems 
In classical CSPs, the constraints are hard constraints, which means they can 
only be either satisfied or violated. However, some real-life problems are opti-
mization problems where there are costs or preferences. Also, there are some-
times problems that have no solutions at all. These problems are called over-
constrained problems. The classical framework of CSPs is not designed to 
model optimization problems and over-constrained problems. Thus, soft con-
straint frameworks are proposed to model these problems by allowing a degree 
of constraint violation. 
Weighted CSPs (WCSPs) [SchOO, Lar02, LS03, LS04, dHZL05] form a com-
mon soft constraint framework which extends the CSP framework by associat-
ing costs to variable assignments [SFV95]. A constraint in a W C S P is defined 
by a cost function that maps each tuple of values to a cost. Thus, we can give 
preferences to variable assignments by specifying their costs. Solving a W C S P 
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is to find a consistent assignment of values from the variable domains so that 
the cost of a solution is minimum. 
Example 1.2 Consider the 4-queens problem in Example 1.1. Suppose we 
have the preference of taking value 2 rather than value 3 for variable Xi. In a 
W C S P , we can specify a cost, say, 1, to the assignment Xi = 3 and a cost, say, 
0, to the assignment Xi = 2. As a result, the cost of solution 9i in Example 1.1 
is 0, while the cost of solution 62 is 1. By comparing the cost of the solutions, 
we say that the former solution is a better one. • 
1.3 Redundant Modeling 
Given a problem, there are usually more than one way to model the problem 
as a CSP. W e can connect two different CSP models of a problem using 
channeling constraints, which are constraints relating the variable assignments 
of the two constituent models. This modeling technique is known as redundant 
modeling [CCLW99 . 
Example 1.3 Besides the model stated in Example 1.1, we can formulate 
the 4-queens problem in another way. Similarly, there are four variables 
{2/1，2/2，2/3，2/4}. Each variable yi now denotes the column position of queen 
i in row i of the chess board and has the domain {1,2,3,4}. The choice of 
variables ensures that no two queens can be on the same row by default. Thus, 
the constraints in this model enforce that no two queens can be on the same: 
• column: Ui + yj for all 1 < z < j < 4, and 
• diagonal: \yi - yj\ • j - i for all 1 < z < j < 4. 
This model also has two solutions. The first solution 6[ assigns values 3， 
1, 4，and 2 to variables 2/1, 2/2, ys, and 2/4 respectively. It corresponds to the 
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second solution 62 of the model in Example 1.1. Similarly, the second solution 
&2 with variables 2/1, 2/2’ 2/3, and 2/4 taking values 2，4，1, and 2 respectively 
corresponds to the first solution (9i in Example 1.1. 
The two models in Example 1.1 and this example are mutually redundant 
models for the 4-queens problem. Prom the solutions of these two models, we 
can observe that there is a one-to-one mapping between them. • 
1.4 Motivations and Goals 
Redundant modeling has been shown effective in increasing constraint prop-
agation and hence reducing search efforts for solving constraint satisfaction 
problems (CSPs). While the technique has been applied successfully to clas-
sical CSPs, we investigate in this thesis how to benefit the same for weighted 
CSPs (WCSPs) [SchOO, Lar02, LS03, LS04, dHZL05:. 
In order to apply the redundant modeling technique, we first need to obtain 
two mutually redundant models of the same problem. With classical CSPs, 
this can be done relatively easily by human modelers: we simply need to 
ensure that each problem requirement is represented in both models. In the 
W C S P framework, however, each problem solution is associated with a cost. 
Therefore, obtaining mutually redundant models is more difficult in general, 
since besides the problem requirements, we also need to ensure the same cost 
distribution on the solutions of the two models. W e resolve this problem 
by generalizing model induction [LL02], a method which can automatically 
generate a redundant CSP from a given one, so that a redundant W C S P can 
also be obtained from a given one. 
Two mutually redundant models can be combined using channeling con-
straints. For classical CSPs, we can rely on the standard propagation algo-
rithms of the channeling constraints to transmit pruning information between 
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sub-models to achieve stronger propagation. W e can also do the same to com-
bine W C S P s by posting the channeling constraints as hard constraints. How-
ever, we discover that applying the standard star node consistency (NC*) and 
star arc consistency (AC*) algorithms [Lar02] to the combined model does not 
increase constraint propagation. In fact, some primings that are available when 
propagating a single model alone would even be missed in a combined model, 
resulting in worse performance. Based on these observations, we generalize 
the notions of node and arc consistencies and propose m-NC* and m-AC* for 
a combined model with m sub-models. The m-NC* (resp. m-AC*) is strictly 
stronger than NC* {resp. AC*), and degenerates to NC* {resp. AC*) when 
m = 1. The two notions can be applied to combined models to restore the 
missed primings and even discover new possible primings to enhance constraint 
propagation. W e test our implementations of the 2-NC* and 2-AC* algorithms 
using both classical and soft benchmark problems. The soft problems are ob-
tained from the classical ones using two common problem softening schemes. 
Experimental results confirm that 2-AC* is particularly useful to solve hard 
problem instances. Enforcing 2-AC* on combined models of such instances 
significantly reduces the search space and runtime over enforcing the state-
of-the-art soft local consistencies AC* [Lar02], FDAC* [LS03], and EDAC* 
dHZL05] on single models. 
1.5 Outline of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the back-
ground to the thesis. W e formally define the concepts of CSPs and WCSPs, 
and briefly describe some CSP solving algorithms. In particular, we present 
how common consistency techniques can be incorporated into backtracking 
search and branch and bound search to improve efficiency in solving CSPs and 
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W C S P s respectively. W e also give the definitions of a permutation CSP and 
redundant modeling. 
Chapter 3 describes model induction [LL02], which is a systematic way 
to generate a redundant CSP model using a given one. Based on the idea 
of model induction, we generalize the notion to generate a redundant W C S P 
model using similar techniques. W e also show how two redundant models 
can be combined using channeling constraints. In Chapter 4，we explain why 
applying NC* and AC* to a combined model can result in weaker propagation 
than that to a single model, and give our refinements m-NC* and m-AC* to 
resolve the problem. Algorithms for enforcing m-NC* and m-AC* are also 
proposed. Chapter 5 presents our experimental results on both classical and 
soft benchmark problems to evaluate the performance of 2-AC* on combined 
models against consistencies on single models. 
Chapter 6 gives an overview of the related work on soft constraints, lo-
cal consistencies in WCSP, and redundant modeling. Chapter 7 concludes 




In this chapter, we provide the definitions of some terminologies relating to 
CSPs and WCSPs. W e also present how common consistency techniques can 
be incorporated into backtracking search {resp. branch and bound search) and 
improve efficiency in solving CSPs {resp. WCSPs). W e also give the definition 
of permutation CSPs and briefly describe redundant modeling. 
2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems 
A (classical) constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a triple V = 
where X 二 {rci,…，is a finite set of variables, V^ = {An,. •., is 
a set of finite domains of possible values for each Xi e and C^f is a set of 
constraints. A constraint C e C；^ involves a subset of variables of X which 
is called the scope of C, denoted by var{C). It is a relation among var{C), 
i.e., a subset of Ilsievar(C) containing the values that the corresponding 
variables Xi G var(C) can simultaneously take. An assignment i—> a in P is 
a mapping from variable xi to value a e D^^i. A tuple ^  is a set of assignments 
in V. W e abuse terminology by saying the scope var{9) of a tuple 9 to be 
the set of variables involved in 9. A complete tuple in P is a tuple with scope 
X. A unary constraint C is a constraint with |?;ar(C)| = 1 and a binary 
8 
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constraint C is one with \var{C)\ = 2. A CSP is binary if all of its constraints 
are either unary or binary. Given a constraint C ^ Cx and a tuple 9 such 
that variC) C var{9), we use the predicate C9 to denote whether 9 satisfies 
or violates C. If C9 is true, we say 9 satisfies C , and 9 violates C otherwise. 
A solution of P is a complete tuple that satisfies all the constraints in C^. 
2.1.1 Backtracking Tree Search 
In general, there are two main kinds of search methods for solving a CSP. The 
first kind is systematic search [GB65, Gas77，BP81, DP87, Nad89]. Systematic 
search is guaranteed to find a solution, if there is any, or prove no solution exists 
by enumerating through the possible assignments of variables. Therefore, they 
are sound and complete. Another kind is local search [DTWZ94, LLW95, 
VT96, CLSOO]. In local search, a complete tuple of the CSP is generated at 
the beginning and these algorithms incrementally alter the assignments of the 
tuple until a solution is found. This kind of algorithms takes a repair or hill 
climbing method [MJPL92] to move towards a solution. Local search usually 
equips with some heuristics to avoid trapping in local optima, in which no 
solutions can be reached by altering the assignments. Since local search cannot 
guarantee to give a solution or prove no solution exists, it is incomplete. In 
this thesis, we focus on systematic search algorithms. 
Depth-first backtracking search [GB65, Gas77, BP81, DP87, Nad89] is the 
most common algorithm to perform systematic search in solving a CSP. It 
starts with an empty tuple and incrementally extends the tuple into a com-
plete one. At each node, the algorithm first chooses an unbound variable and 
assigns a value to the variable from its domain. If the new tuple violates some 
constraints of the CSP, the search backtracks and tries to make another as-
signment for the variable. If each assignment of the variable extends the tuple 
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Algorithm 2.1: Backtracking search algorithm 
1 Function BacktrackingSearchC^, X , Vx.Cx) 
2 if {var{e) = A •二 0) then 
3 return true; 
4 else 
5 Xi -.= ChooseVar(«^); 
6 foreach a G Dx^ do 
7 6' :=eu{xi a}; 
8 C {C\C eCx /\ var{C) C var{e)}] 
9 if (八cec' Ce') then 
10 return BacktrackingSearch( 
11 return false; 
to violate some constraints, the search further backtracks and tries another 
assignment for the previously assigned variable. The algorithm repeats this 
process until a solution is found, or the tuple cannot be extended to a com-
plete one. If the algorithm cannot return a complete tuple, this means no 
solution exists in the CSP. Algorithm 2.1 shows the backtracking search algo-
rithm [MS98]. Backtr ackingSear ch is a recursive method which terminates 
until a solution is found, or there are no more variables to backtrack to. The 
algorithm returns true if a solution is found, otherwise it returns false. 
Figure 2.1 shows a backtracking search tree of the CSP of the 4-queens 
problem in Example 1.1. A square placed with a queen is marked by the letter 
"Q." Note that we give only the search tree up to the first found solution. 
Suppose we choose variables and domain values in ascending order from Xi 
to X4 and from 1 to 4 respectively. W e first try the assignment Xi 1 and 
obtain the left node of the second level of the search tree. Next, we make the 
assignment X2 ^  1. Since the tuple {工1 1, X2 ‘―> 1} violates the constraint 
Xi ^  Xi (i.e., no two queens can be on the same row), the search backtracks 
and tries another assignment X2 h 2. Again, the new tuple {xi i—> 1,2；2 > 2} 
n
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violates the constraint \xi — 0；2| 1 (i.e., no two queens can be on the same 
diagonal), the search backtracks again and tries the next assignment X2 ^  3. 
This time, the tuple {xi 1, X2 h 3} violates no constraints, so we can 
choose another variable x^ to do the assignments. However, no assignments of 
xa can extend the tuple to a solution. The search further backtracks and tries 
the assignment X2 4. The search continues until it returns the first solution 
2,工2 H 4, x^ 1,0：4 3}. The search can continue if we want to 
find other solutions of the problem. It stops until the whole search space is 
traversed. 
2.1.2 Local Consistencies 
In backtracking search, thrashing [Gas79], which means repeated failure in 
different parts of the search space due to the same reason, may occur and result 
in a poor performance. This can be avoided by some consistency techniques to 
remove values from variable domains that violate the constraints and cannot 
be included in any solutions of the CSP. Since consistency techniques enforce 
properties that are local to individual constraints in a CSP, the properties 
are usually called local consistencies. In the following, we briefly describe 
two common local consistencies, namely node and arc consistencies, and their 
corresponding enforcing algorithms. 
N o d e Consistency 
Node consistency is a simple consistency technique applicable to unary con-
straints. The definition of node consistency is shown as follows: 
Definition 2.1 Give a CSP V = ( X a constraint C G C^ - is node 
consistent (NC) [Mon74, Mac77] with respect to the variable domains Vx if 
and only if either \var[C)\ + 1, or if var(C) = {a;^ }, then for any value a e D^� 
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C{xi a} is true. V is node consistent (NC) if every constraint C ^ C；^ is 
node consistent with respect to V^. 
Example 2.1 Suppose we have a variable x, where D^ = {1,2,3,4,5} and 
a constraint x 2 > 5. This constraint is not node consistent because the 
assignments a; 1, a; i—> 2, and x ^ 3 violate the constraint. By removing 
values 1, 2, and 3 from the domain of x, we now have D^ = {4,5} and the 
constraint becomes node consistent. • 
Algorithm 2.2: Node consistency algorithm 
1 Function NodeConsistent(A', Vx.Cx) 
2 foreach (C G Cx such that \vchr{C)\ = 1) do 
3 let var{C) = {a:^ }; 
4 L Ari := {a I a e Aci A C{xi a}}; 
Algorithm 2.2 shows an algorithm that enforces node consistency [Mac77 . 
To enforce node consistency, the algorithm looks into every unary constraint 
C e C;v with scope and removes any value a from the variable domain 
Dxi if it violates the constraint. It removes all node inconsistent values from 
all variable domains and then discards the unary constraints. 
Arc Consistency 
Arc consistency is another local consistency applicable to binary constraints. 
Its definition is shown as follows: 
Definition 2.2 Given a CSP V = a constraint C E Ca- is arc 
consistent (AC) [Mon74, Mac77] with respect to the variable domains V^ if 
and only if either \var{C)\ 2 or if var[C) = {xi,xj}, then for any value 
a G Dxi, there exists a supporting value b G Dx^ such that C{xi a, Xj h b} 
is true, and for any value b G Dx^, there exists a supporting value a € D^^ such 
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that C{xi I—> a, Xj i—> b} is true. V is arc consistent (AC) if every constraint 
C G C^t" is node consistent and arc consistent with respect to Dx' 
Example 2.2 Suppose we have variables Xi and X2, where D^ -^  = {3,4,5} 
and = {1,2,3} and a constraint Xi — X2 > 2. This constraint is not arc 
consistent because there does not exist a supporting value b in domain of X2 
such that the tuple {xi 3，:C2 h b} satisfies the constraint. Similarly, we 
cannot find a supporting value in domain of Xi for the assignment X2 ^  3. By 
removing value 3 from Dx^ and Dx:, we have = {4,5} and Dx】={1,2}, 
and the constraint becomes arc consistent. • 
Algorithm 2.3: Arc consistency algorithm AC-1 
1 Function kCAiPd^V^^Cx) 
2 NodeConsistent (X, Vx^Cx)； 
3 repeat 
4 change := false; 
5 foreach (C G Cx such that \var{C)\ = 2) do 
6 let var(C) = Xj}\ 
7 _ change := (Revise(Xi, Xj, C ) V Revise(x^, C ) V change); 
8 until (-^change)； 
9 Function Revise(a;^, C) 
10 delete := false; 
11 foreach (a G Dx^) do 
12 if 0b e Dxj such that C{xi a, Xj i—b}) then 
13 D^^ := D^. \ {a}; 
14 delete := true; 
15 return delete; 
To enforce arc consistency, we look into every binary constraints of a CSP. 
Algorithm 2.3 shows an algorithm to enforce arc consistency [Mac77]. For each 
binary constraint C with scope {xj, Xj}^ Revise removes value a G D^^ if it 
cannot find a value b in the domain of variable Xj such that the tuple {x^ i—> 
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a, Xj f—> 6} satisfies the constraint C. Note that revising each constraint in a 
CSP once is not enough to achieve arc consistency. When there is any domain 
removal from a variable, this pruning information is spread over the CSP to 
make other constraints lose their arc consistencies and thus the constraints are 
required to be re-revised again. This spreading of pruning information from 
one constraint to another is known as constraint propagation. 
Algorithm 2.4: Arc consistency algorithm AC-3 
1 Function 
2 NodeConsistent {X^ Vx,Cx)\ 
3 Q:= {C\C eCx such that \var{C)\ = 2}; 
4 while (Q ^ 0) do 
5 C:=Pop(Q); 
6 if (Revise(Xi, Xj, C) V Revise(x^, Xi,C)) then 
7 ^Q'.= Qyj{C'\C ^Cx ^ var{C) A • � � • � + 0}; 
AC-1 maintains arc consistency and performs constraint propagation by 
revising the constraints repeatedly until there is no more change in variable 
domains. Note that in AC-1, all the constraints will be revised again even if 
the domain of only one variable is reduced. Thus, AC-1 wastes effort to revise 
some constraints unnecessarily and is inefficient. AC-3 in Algorithm 2.4 gives 
an improved enforcing arc consistency algorithm. It has the same Revise as 
AC-1, but AC-3 maintains a queue Q of affected constraints and only revises 
the constraints in Q. 
The efficiency of the AC-3 algorithm can be further improved by storing 
supports in a data structure Last((a;i, a), Xj). This idea is adopted in AC-
2001/3.1 [BROl, ZYOl, BRYZ05] and the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 
2.5. The differences between AC-3 and AC-2001/3.1 are the support storing 
structure and Revise. For each domain value in Dx^  of Revise, the algorithm 
checks if the stored supporting value Last((:Ci，a),Xj) still exists in D^y It only 
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Algorithm 2.5: Arc consistency algorithm AC-2001 
1 Function kCJlOOliX 
2 NodeConsistent(A', 
3 Q-.= {C\C eCx such that \var{C)\ = 2}; 
4 while (Q ^ 0) do 
5 C := Pop(Q); 
6 if (Revise(xi, ojj, O ) then 
7 L Q := Q U io' I C^  e A var[C) A 窗[C') + 0}; 
8 Function Reviseojj, C ) 
9 delete := false; 
10 foreach (a G A；J do 
11 support := Last((a;i, a),rcj); 
12 if (support • Dxj) then 
13 support := ChooseVal (support, D^j); 
14 whi le (support — null A -^C{xi 卜—a, xj i-> support}) do 
15 L support := ChooseVal (support, A；】)； 
16 if (support — null) then 
17 I Last{{xi,a),xj) := support; 
18 else 
19 Dxi •'= Da；, \ {a}; 
20 delete := true; 
21 return delete; 
searches for a new supporting value for the assignment Xi a if the stored 
one no longer exists in A；厂 This saves time in looping through D^^ to find 
supports as in AC-3. Besides, ChooseVal returns the first value in Dxj that is 
after support, or null if no such an element exists. Thus, values in Dx^ that are 
"before" support are not explored since they have been checked before. 
Besides AC-1, AC-3 and AC-2001/3.1, there are other sophisticated and 
efficient arc consistency algorithms: AC-4 [MH86], AC-5 [Per92], AC-6 [Bes94], 
and AC-7 [BFR99]. Nevertheless, they all have the same idea to remove values 
from variable domains that cannot exist in any solutions of the CSP. 
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2.1.3 Local Consistencies in Backtracking Search 
To improve the efficiency and pruning performance of backtracking search, we 
can incorporate the previous local consistency algorithms into the search. An 
example is the maintaining arc consistency (MAC) algorithm [SF94]. At each 
node in the search tree, before choosing a variable and making an assignment 
for it, we first apply the local consistency techniques to reduce the domains of 
the variables. If this results in an empty domain for some variables, the current 
tuple cannot be extended to a solution and backtrack occurs. The removal of 
domain values is undone upon backtracking and another assignment is made 
to the variable. This process is repeated until a solution is found, or there are 
no more variables to backtrack to. 
Figure 2.2 gives a backtracking search tree of the 4-queens problem main-
taining arc consistency. A square with a queen placed is marked by the letter 
"Q." A square marked by a cross "x" denotes a removed domain value. At 
the beginning of the search, the CSP is already arc consistent. Constraint 
propagation cannot remove any domain values. Suppose we choose variables 
and values in ascending order from Xi to x^ and from 1 to 4 respectively. 
W e first try the assignment xi 1. After enforcing arc consistency, we ob-
tain the CSP in the leftmost node of the second level of the search tree in 
Figure 2.2. W e see that Dx^ becomes empty and backtrack occurs. Next, 
we try the assignment Xi h 2. Enforcing arc consistency removes all in-
consistent values. Each variable remains one value in its domain: 4 of D^” 
1 of and 3 of D^^. The remaining assignments are, indeed, a solution 
{a；! H 2，2；2 H 4, X3 1，0；4 H 3} of the problem. Thus, by enforcing consis-
tencies, we can obtain solutions earlier with fewer backtracks. The search can 
continue to obtain the other solution {xi ^  3^X2 ^  1, Xs 4, X4 1—> 2} if we 
want to find other solutions of the problem. The search stops until the whole 
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a : … 1 ^ X … 4 
XI X2 XI X2 XiX?工 3 工3 工 4 
1 Q X X X 1 X X X 1 X X X 1 X X X 
2 X X X 2 Q X X X 2 X X X 2 x x x 
3 X X X 3 X X X 3 Q X X X 3 x x x 
4 X X X 4 X X X 4 X X x 4 Q x x x 
Fail Fail 
X2 4 X2 1 
Xi X2 X4 工 1 
1 X X X 1 X Q X X 
2 Q X X X 2 X X X 
3 X X X 3 Q X X X 
4 X Q X X 4 X X X 
X3 ^ 1 X3 >~* 4 
XI X2 X3 X4 Xl X2 X3 X4 
I x x Q x I x Q x x 
2 Q X X X 2 X X X 
3 X X X 3 Q X X X 
4 X Q X X 4 X X Q X 
X4 3 X4 H-> 2 
XI X2 工 3 X4 Xi X2 X3 X4 
1 X X Q X I x Q x x 
2 Q X X X 2 X X X Q 
3 X X X Q 3 Q X X X 
4 X Q X X 4 X X Q X 
Success Success 
Figure 2.2: A backtracking search tree on 4-queens problem enforcing node 
and arc consistencies 
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search space is traversed. 
2.1.4 Permutation CSPs 
Recall the 4-queens problem in Example 1.1 again. In the model, there are four 
variables {a：!, X2, x^, x^] and the domains of the variables are {1,2，3，4}. In 
this CSP model, each solution takes a permutation of values from the variable 
domains. The CSP model of the 4-queens problem has all the properties of a 
permutation CSP, which is an important class of CSP. 
A permutation CSP [SmiOO, SmiOl, WalOl, HSW04] is a CSP P =： 
in which each variable takes a unique value and \J\!\ is the same as the size 
of the variable domains. This means there must be an all-different constraint 
among all the variables of the permutation CSP. Hence, any solution of V 
assigns a permutation of the domain values to the variables. Without loss of 
generality, we assume the variable domains of P to be {1,..., X}. 
Example 2.3 The Langford's problem, denoted as (m, n)-Langford's prob-
lem, is to find an m x n digit sequence consisting of digits 1 to n, each occurring 
m times, such that any two consecutive occurrences of digit z's are separated 
by i other digits. Hnich, Smith, and Walsh [HSW04] suggest a way to model 
the Langford's problem (prob024 in CSPLib [GW99]) as a permutation CSP. 
The theoretical search space complexity of an (m, n) instance is (mn)腿.In 
the following, we use the (2,3) instance to illustrate the permutation CSP 
model. 
In the model Vi = Vx.Cx), there are 6 variables ？i = {xi,..., xe}, 
which represents li, I2, 2i, 22，3i, and 82. The first digit 1 in the sequence is 
indicated by li, the second digit 1 is indicated by I2, and so on. The domains 
of these variables are the values that represent the positions of a digit in the 
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sequence, which are {1,..., 6}. W e can formulate the problem using two types 
of constraints: 
• all-different constraints: Xi — Xj for all 1 < z < j < 6, and 
• separation constraints: X2i = 1 + (i + 1) for all 1 < z < 3. 
The all-different constraints ensure all digits are placed in different positions 
in the sequence, and the separation constraints ensure the spacings between 
consecutive pair of the same digit are correct. The search space complexity of 
the (2,3) instance is 6® = 46,656. 
There are two solutions for this CSP. The first solution 没i = {xi 
2, X2 ^ 4，工3 i-> 3, X4 H-> 6, X5 1,X6 5} refers to the digit sequence 
(3i, li, 2i, I2,82,22), and the other solution 62 = {xi 3, X2 5,0:3 1—> 
1,0；4 I—> 4, X5 2, xe 6} refers to the digit sequence (2i, 3i, li, 22，I2, 83). 
• 
2.2 Weighted Constraint Satisfaction Problems 
For some real-life problems where there are costs or preferences, it is sometimes 
difficult to use classical CSPs to model them since the constraints in classical 
CSPs can only be either satisfied or violated. There are also over-constrained 
problems in which it is difficult to obtain a solution that satisfies all the con-
straints. Thus, some soft constraint frameworks have been proposed to model 
these kinds of problems. 
Weighted CSPs (WCSPs) [SchOO, Lar02, LS03, LS04, dHZL05] form a 
common soft constraint framework for solving discrete optimization problems. 
They extend the CSP framework by associating costs to tuples [SFV95]. The 
costs are specified by a valuation structure S{k). 
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Definition 2.3 A valuation structure S{k) is a triple ([0,..., /c], 0, >) where, 
• k E {1,..., oo} is either a strictly positive natural or infinity, 
• © is defined as a © 6 = min{A;, a + &}，and 
• > is the standard order among natural numbers. 
The minimum and maximum costs are denoted by the bottom 丄 = 0 and top 
T = k respectively. 
Definition 2.4 A binary W C S P is a quadruplet V = (/c, AT, V^, Cx) with the 
valuation structure S{k). X and Vx are the sets of variables and domains 
respectively like in a classical CSP. Cx is a set of unary and binary constraints. 
A unary constraint involving variable Xi in P is a cost function Ca；. : Dx^ —> 
{0,...，/c} which assigns costs to assignments of Xi. A binary constraint involv-
ing variables Xi and xj in P is a cost function Cxi,xj ’ x D^^ — {0,..., /c} 
which assigns costs to tuples of Xi and Xj. Following Preduder and Wallace 
FW92], we also assume a zero-arity [Lar02, LS03, LS04] constraint C® in V 
which is initialized to 丄.As we shall see, C© can be increased during W C S P 
solving to denote the global lower bound of costs in V. W e also assume with-
out loss of generality that there is a binary constraint for each variable pair 
and a unary constraint for each variable. 
Example 2.4 Figure 2.3 shows an example of W C S P with valuation structure 
5(4), i.e.,丄=0 and 丁 = 4. It has three variables {xi, X2, Xa}, each with 
domain {1,2,3}. In the figure, unary costs are depicted as labeled nodes, 
while binary costs are depicted as labeled edges connecting the corresponding 
pair of assignments. An unlabeled edge has a default cost of T. Bottom costs 
are not shown for clarity. Consider the binary constraint Cx2,x3^  the costs for 
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Xi X2 Xs 
1 
2 
3 ( i > — ^ ― ^ C0 = O，T 二 4 
\. y y 
Figure 2.3: An example of W C S P with valuation structure S'(4) 
the tuples are shown as follows: 
1) = 丁’ C'x2,X3(1? 2) = 3, Ca;2’a;3(l’ 3) = 0， 
C:r2’:C3(2，1) = 0’ C;c2’:r3(2, 2) = T, Cx2,X3(2, 3) = 0， 
Ca;2’:C3(3，1) = 0, Cx2,0:3(3, 2) = 1, Cx2,X3{^ t 3) = T. 
• 
W e define projection of a tuple 6 over a variable subset U, the projection 
of 9 over U C var{9) to be O^^j = {{xi i-> a) e 9 \ xi e U}, which is a subset of 
assignments of 0 whose variables are in U. The cost V{6) of a tuple ^  in P is 
the sum of all applicable costs, i.e., 
Xievar(O) Xi,Xjevar(0) 
A tuple 0 is consistent if V(0) < T. A solution of is a consistent complete 
tuple. Solving a W C S P V is to find an optimal solution of V�which is a 
solution e oiV with minimum V(没).WCSP solving is NP-hard. 
Example 2.5 The W C S P in Example 2.4 has a minimum cost of 2 with the 
complete tuple {xi i—> 3,2；2 i-^  2, x^ ^  1}. The cost of this solution is obtained 
as follows: 
C*0 0 Cxi (3) 0 Cx2 (2) 0 C'xa (1) © (3, 2) 0 C'xjjXa 
= o e i e o e i © o e o © o 
= 2 . • 
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A W C S P is equivalent to a classical CSP if each cost in the constraints of 
the W C S P is either 丄 or 丁. Two W C S P s are equivalent if they have the same 
variables and for every complete tuple 6, V{9) is the same for both WCSPs. 
2.2.1 Branch and Bound Search 
Lang and Doig [LD60] first proposed the branch and bound (B&B) search 
method, which is a general method to obtain an optimal solution for an op-
timization problem. The method traverses a search tree from its root node 
down to its leaf nodes similar to depth-first backtracking tree search. In addi-
tion, it keeps the cost of the best solution found so far as an upper bound ub 
of problem during searching. At each internal and leaf nodes, it estimates a 
lower bound lb of the best solution in the subtree below. If lb is greater than or 
equal to ub, the algorithm detects that the current tuple cannot be extended 
to a better solution and prunes the subtree below. 
In solving WCSPs, we have to find a complete assignment of variables. This 
can be obtained using the branch and bound search method. Some heuristic 
search methods, like beam search [FAS82], are not applicable in solving W C S P s 
since they do not guarantee to be optimal and complete. Algorithm 2.6 shows 
an algorithm for branch and bound search in solving W C S P s [LS04]. The 
algorithm starts from the original problem and follows any branch in the search 
tree. Each node represents a W C S P subproblem (k, V^, Cx) of a valuation 
structure S{k), where k is the upper bound of the search. The tuple 9 and Q) 
is the current tuple and its associated cost respectively. If there are solutions 
in the current subproblem, the algorithm returns the minimum associated cost 
among the solutions. Otherwise, it returns k. 
To obtain a complete assignment, the algorithm first chooses a variable Xi 
and assigns a value a from the domain of Xi. It adds the assignment Xj i—> a to 
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Algorithm 2.6: Depth-first Branch and Bound algorithm 
1 Function BranchAndBound(0, Ce, /c, X.Vx.Cx) 
2 if {X = 0) then 
3 return 
4 else 
5 Xi \= ChooseVar(A'); 
6 foreach a G D^^ do 
7 9' \=e\J {xi ^  a}; 
8 C^ ：= C0©Cx,(a); 
9 C \= LookAhead(a;i, a, 
10 if (C^  < k) then 
11 |_ return BranchAndBound(0',C^ , {xi},Vx \ 
12 return k; 
13 Function LookAheadCxi, a, X,Vx,Cx) 
14 
15 foreach (Cxi而.E C；^) do 
16 foreach (b e D^^) do 
17 L C工州：二 C工Ab) ® b); 
18 _ C ：= C \ {Cxi,Xj }) 
19 return C'\ 
current tuple Q and increments the global lower bound Cq by the unary cost 
C工人a). LookAhead then transforms the current subproblem into an equivalent 
subproblem with the additional assignment Xi a and removes the unary 
constraint Cxi- For every binary constraint where b G Dx” it is 
replaced by an increment to constraint Cxj (Line 17). In the new subproblem, 
the set of variables A' and V^ are also updated. BranchAndBound recursively 
calls itself with the new subproblem if the associated cost is smaller than the 
upper bound (Line 10). Otherwise, the algorithm tries another assignment for 
variable Xi. 
Figure 2.4 shows a branch and bound search tree of the W C S P in Example 
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d x 2 , d x s } ' An underscore denotes the corresponding variable is not 
yet assigned. Suppose we choose variables and domain values in ascending 
order from Xi to 0:3 and from 1 to 3 respectively. W e first try the assignment 
Xi 1. This assignment increments C® by its unary cost 4, making C迅 equals 
the upper bound T, which is also 4. Thus, the search backtracks and tries 
another assignment Xi 2. This time, the assignment adds 1 to C边 and we 
obtain the middle node of the second level of the search tree. Next, we make 
the assignment X2 ^  1. The new tuple {rci h 2,:c2 " 1} does not add costs 
to C0 and Cq is still lower than T, so the search continues. When the search 
tries the assignment 2:3 1—>• 3, we obtain a solution {rci 1,0:3 3} 
with the associated cost equals 3 < T. Thus, the algorithm tightens the upper 
bound of the problem from 4 to 3 and continues to search for a solution which 
has a lower associated cost. The search stops until it obtains a solution with 
the associated cost 丄，or the whole search space is traversed. In Figure 2.4， 
the search obtains another solution {a^ i h 3,0:2 3, xa h 1} with cost equals 
2 after traversing the whole search tree. This solution is the optimal solution 
of the W C S R 
2.2.2 Local Consistencies 
Like classical CSPs, a W C S P can be solved by enforcing node and arc consis-
tencies in tree search. Following the definitions by Schiex [SchOO] and Larrosa 
Lar02, LS04], the consistency nol.ions degenerate to their standard counter-
parts in CSPs. 
In the following, we briefly describe star node consistency and star arc 
consistency in W C S P . The algorithms that enforce the consistencies are also 
shown and explained. 
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Star N o d e Consistency 
Definition 2.5 Let V = be a binary W C S P . 
• An assignment Xi a in V is star node consistent (NC*) [Lar02, LS04 
if Co ©Co：,(a) < T. 
• A variable Xi in V is NC* if (1) all assignments of Xi are NC* and (2) 
there exists an assignment Xi a oi Xi such that Cxja)=丄.Value a 
is a support for Xi. 
• V is NC* if every variable in V is NC*. 
Co = 0, T = 4 C0 = 1, T = 4 C0 = 1, T = 4 
X\ X2 X2, Xi X2 Xz Xi X2 CC3 
1 ' ^ - o - ® 1 ' ^ - o - ® 1 ^ a - ® 
2 Q > - 0 ^ 0 2 O ^ O ^ O 2 Q ^ o ^ o 
3 — ^ ― < 2 ) 3 a — ^ ― < 2 ) 3 
\ J V J \ J V J \ J \ J V y V y V J 
{a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.5: Three equivalent W C S P s with valuation structure S(4：) 
Example 2.6 Consider the W C S P in Example 2.4. The W C S P is not star 
node consistent (NC*) because (1) none of Cx^il), Cxi{2), and C^^(3) equals 
to 丄 and (2) C© © Cxi{l) = 0 © 4 = T. Figure 2.5(c) shows an equivalent 
W C S P which is NC*. • 
Node consistency can be enforced on a W C S P using the notion of subtrac-
tion [SchOO, Lar02, LS04；. 
Definition 2.6 Let 0 < a < 6 < A ; b e two costs. Subtraction of b from a is 
defined as: 
a — b ii a ^ k 
aOb = < 
I k otherwise. 
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Consider a variable Xi in a W C S P V, let a = minae£>^.{Ca;.(a)} be the 
minimum cost incurred by Cxi. Preuder and Wallace [FW92] suggested that 
a is a necessary cost for any complete tuple of V. Using this idea, we define 
(unary) projection of C^. over C边[Lar02, LS04] as a flow of a cost units such 
that := C0 © Q； and for each a G D^�Cx^a) := C^人a) 0 a. The updated 
C q becomes the new global lower bound of the cost of the problem V. 
Algorithm 2.7: Enforcing NC* algorithm 
1 Function 
2 foreach [xi E X) do 
3 a := mmaeD,.{Cxi{a)}] 
4 CfD := C0 © a; 
5 foreach (a 6 ArJ do 
6 |_ Cxi(a) := Cxi(a) e a; 
7 foreach (xi G A') do 
8 PruneVar ; 
9 Function PruneVar (x^) 
10 changed := false; 
11 foreach (a € D^J do 
12 if Cq © Ca;.(a) = T then 
13 D^. := D^. \ {a}; 
14 changed := true; 
15 return changed; 
Algorithm 2.7 shows the NC* algorithm [Lar02, LS04] that runs in 0(nd) 
time, where n is the number of variables and d is the maximum domain size. 
The algorithm first forces supports for each variable Xi ^  X hy projecting Cx^ 
over C0 (Lines 2-6). At this point, every variable domain D^；. has at least one 
value a such that its unary constraint Cxi{o)=丄.PruneVar then removes all 
node inconsistent values from the variable domains. 
Example 2.7 Recall the W C S P in Example 2.4 again. The W C S P is NC* as 
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shown in Figure 2.5(a) of Example 2.6. Enforcing NC* on the W C S P using 
Algorithm 2.7 first projects C^i over C© by adding the minimum cost with 
respect to variable Xi (i.e., 1) to C® and subtracting the same cost from all 
costs of Cxr This results in the W C S P depicted in Figure 2.5(b). 
At this point, X\ is still not yet NC* because C© © = 1 © 4 = T. 
The node inconsistent value 1 of X\ is then pruned by PruneVar (xi ) , giving 
the W C S P in Figure 2.5(c) which is now NC*. • 
Star Arc Consistency 
Similar to node consistency, arc consistency can also be enforced on a W C S P 
using the notion of subtraction. 
Definition 2.7 Let V = be a binary W C S P . 
• An assignment Xi a in V is arc consistent (AC) with respect to a 
constraint Cxi,xj if there exists an assignment Xj 6 of Xj such that 
Cxi�xj(a, b)=丄.Value 6 is a support for Xi i-^  a. 
• A variable Xi in V is A C if all assignments of Xi are A C with respect to 
all binary constraints involving Xi. 
• V IS star arc consistent (AC*) if every variable in V is NC* and AC. 
C0 = 1, T = 4 C0 = 1, T = 4 C0 = 2, T = 4 C0 二 2’ T 二 4 
X\ X2 X3 Xi X2 Xs Xi X2 X3 Xi X2 X3 
广 "V • 、 X "V X N. X V 广 V 广 V • v 厂 — V 广 、 广 -v • v 
1 C>-<D 1 a - < D 1 O - O 1 o - o 
2 O - O y O 2 C>-0-<D 2 O - O - O 2 0--0 
3 C > - ^ - < D 3 a - ^ - < 2 ) 3 —、<D 3 a " 
V J V J \ J V V V V V V V V v. J V V V J \ ) v. ) 
(a) (b) (c) id) 
Figure 2.6: Three more equivalent W C S P s with valuation structure 5(4) 
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Example 2.8 Consider the W C S P in Example 2.4. The W C S P is neither 
NC* nor AC*. Enforcing NC* yields the W C S P in Figure 2.6(a). However, 
the W C S P is still not AC*, since the assignment 0:3 i-> 2 has no support in 
the binary constraint Cx^ x^z- Figure 2.6(d) shows an equivalent W C S P which 
is AC*. • 
To obtain supports in AC* algorithm, the flow of cost units from binary 
to unary constraints can be defined similar to the unary projection. Given a 
variable cci, for each a € D^：” let aa = miribgz)^ .^ {Cxi,xj b)} be the minimum 
cost of Xj a incurred by the binary constraint Cxi,xj' (Binary) projection 
of Cxi,xj over C^i [SchOO, Lar02, LS04] is defined such that for each a e D^^� 
C工人a) : = Cxi(a) © Qia and for each a G D^^ and b G Dx” (^工“工八a,b):= 
b) e aa. It thus transforms a W C S P V into an equivalent W C S P V' 
SchOO . 
Theorem 2.1 [SchOO] Let V = be a binary W C S P . The (bi-
nary) projection of Cxi^ xj € Cx over Cxi G C^ transforms V into an equivalent 
W C S P v . 
AC* can be enforced in 0{in?(f) time using the AC* algorithm in Algo-
rithm 2.8 [Lar02, LS04]. The enforcing AC* algorithm adopted the idea of 
AC-2001/3.1 [BROl, ZYOl, BRYZ05] in classical CSPs to have data struc-
tures, S{xi) and S{xi^a^xj) for storing supporting values. S{xi) stores the 
current variable support for variable Xi while S{xi, a, Xj) stores the current 
value support for the assignment rCj 1—> a with respect to binary constraint 
The algorithm can be divided into three main parts. PruneVar, which is 
the same function in the enforcing NC* algorithm shown in Algorithm 2.7, 
removes node inconsistent values a G Da；, from the domain of Xi. It returns 
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Algorithm 2.8: Enforcing AC* algorithm 
1 Function 
2 Q •= X\ 
3 while (Q ^ 0) do 
4 Xj := Pop(Q); 
5 foreach ((^工‘而.G Cx) do 
6 FindSupport {Xi, rCj)； 
7 foreach (rcf G X ) do 
8 if (PruneVarCxi)) then 
9 Q ：= QUjxi}; 
10 Function FindSupport {xi, Xj) 
11 supported := false; 
12 foreach (a € DxJ do 
13 if (S(xi, a, Xj) • Dxi) then 
14 S{xua,xj) := &)}； 
15 a \— Cxi,xj{cL, S(xi, a, Xj))-, 
16 Cxiia) := Cxi{a) © a] 
17 foreach {b G Dxj) do 
18 L C〜工j (a’ b) := (a, b)ea] 
19 i f ( C x . ( a ) =丄 and a 〉 丄 ) t h e n 
20 supported := false; 
21 if (-isupported) then 
22 Proj ectUnary(xi)； 
23 Function Pro j ectUnary (Xi) 
24 '^(rci) := 
25 a := Cxi{S{xi))\ 
26 CfD := Q) 0 a; 
27 foreach (a G AcJ do 
28 |_ Cxi(a) := Cxi (a) e a; 
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true if the domain of Xi is changed. FindSupport forces supports on Ca；内 E Cx 
for every value a G Dx^ by projecting Cxi’xj over Ca；.. It searches a supporting 
value b G D^^ such that the binary cost =丄.If such projection 
makes variable Xi lose its support, ProjectUnary is invoked to project Cx^  over 
Co and restore the supporting value. Besides, the algorithm has a queue Q 
for storing the variables whose domains have been changed. Q is initialized to 
contain all the variables in A! because every variable has to obtain an initial 
support for its values with respect to every binary constraints. The algorithm 
stops when Q becomes empty. 
Example 2.9 Consider the node consistent W C S P in Figure 2.6(a) of Exam-
ple 2.8. The W C S P is not star arc consistent (AC*), since the assignment 
xa I—^  2 has no support in the binary constraint Cx2,x3- To force a support for 
Xs H 2, we project Cx2,x3 over C^ g by adding the minimum cost 1 to 0^3(2) 
and subtracting 1 from C^ a.^ all, 2), Ca;2,x3(2, 2), and Ca;2,x3(3, 2). This results 
in the W C S P depicted in Figure 2.6(b). Now, variable 0:3 loses its node consis-
tency. This requires a projection of Cx^ over C® to restore its node consistency 
and value 3 of variable X2 is then pruned because C访 © ⑶ = 2 0 2 = T. 
Figure 2.6(c) gives the W C S P which is NC*. Again, enforcing NC* makes 
the assignment Xa 1—> 2 loses its support in the binary constraint C^ j.^ a and 
this triggers further binary projections and pruning. Figure 2.6(d) shows the 
W C S P which is now AC*. • 
2.2.3 Local Consistencies in Branch and Bound Search 
Like classical CSP solving, we can incorporate local consistencies, for example, 
AC*, to branch and bound search by applying the enforcing AC* algorithm 
before choosing a variable and making an assignment for it at each search tree 
node (i.e., before Line 5 in Algorithm 2.6). If the enforcing algorithm gives an 
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empty domain for some variables, the current tuple cannot be extended to a 
complete one and backtrack occurs. Otherwise, an equivalent AC* subprob-
lem with arc inconsistent values being pruned from the variable domains is 
obtained. 
Ari = Ar3 = {l，2，3} U X3 
y-—X X V • S 
. p H o 
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C 0 = 3 C o = 2 
T = 4 T = 3 
Success Success 
Update T := Cq Update 丁 ：= 
Figure 2.7: A branch and bound search tree for the W C S P in Example 2.4 
with constraint propagation 
Figure 2.7 shows a branch and bound search tree for the W C S P in Example 
2.4 which maintains AC* at each search node. When the search starts, the 
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W C S P is not AC*. By forcing supports and removing inconsistent values, we 
get an equivalent AC* W C S P in the root node of the search tree in Figure 
2.7. The search space of the W C S P is reduced. W e first try the assignment 
Xi 2. After constraint propagation, there remains a single assignment for 
each variable of the W C S P , which is a solution {rci 2,2；2 »-> 1, x^ h^ 3} 
of the problem and its cost equals 3. Then, the upper bound is updated 
from 4 to 3. The search continues to try the assignment Xi 3. Similarly, 
enforcing AC* removes all inconsistent values and remains a single assignment 
for each variable. Therefore, we obtain another solution {xi i—> 3,0；2 2,0:3 
1} of the problem and its cost equals 2, which is lower than the previous 
found solution. The latter solution is the optimal solution of the W C S P . By 
comparing the two search trees in Figures 2.4 and 2.7，we can observe that 
enforcing consistencies can help to remove all inconsistent values that cannot 
be extended to a solution. This reduces the search space and improves the 
efficiency of solving a W C S P . 
2.3 Redundant Modeling 
Handcrafting multiple classical CSP models for the same problem is common, 
although not trivial. Nadel [Nad90] showed that many different CSP models 
exist for the n-queens problem. Cheng et al. [CLW96a, CLW96b, CLW97, 
CCLW99] modeled a real-life nurse rostering problem as two different CSPs 
and showed that combining multiple CSP models for the same problem using 
channeling constraints can increase constraint propagation. Redundant mod-
eling is a useful modeling technique which connects different CSP models of 
the same problem using channeling constraints to relate variable assignments 
of these models. 
Given a permutation CSP, we can always interchange the roles of the 
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variables and values to give a dual model which is also a permutation CSP. 
Therefore, if = {r^ i,..., we can always have a dual permutation CSP 
V' = T>y, Cy) with = {yi,..., 2/n}- W e define the pair {X, Vx) as a view-
point [LL02] of the problem. Similarly, (3^ , Vy) is another viewpoint of the 
problem. The relationship between the variables in X and can be expressed 
using the channeling constraints Xi^ j ^ yj i—^  z for 1 < z, j < n. 
Definition 2.8 Two CSPs Vi and V2 are mutually redundant if there is a 
bijective mapping between the two sets of all solutions of Vi and T2, 
Example 2.10 Smith [HSW04] suggested two ways to model the Langford's 
problem as a CSP. Example 2.3 shows one of them and we illustrate here the 
other model V2 of the problem using the (2,3) instance. 
In the second model V2, we use 6 variables y = {yi,..., 2/6} to represent 
each position in the sequence. Their domains are {1,..., 6}, whose elements 
correspond to the digits li, I2, 2i, 22, 3i, and 82. The two types of constraints 
are: 
• all-different constraints: yi — yj for all 1 < z < j < 6, and 
• separation constraints: yj = 2i — 1 = 2i for all 1 < z < 3 and 
1 < J < 6-(z + l), and yj + 2i for all 1 < z < 3 and 7 - (z + 1) < j < 6. 
This time, the all-different constraints ensure that all positions are occupied 
by different digits. The constraints yi + 2i for all 1 < z < 3 and 7 - (z + 1) < 
J < 6 are to ensure that a digit is not the rightmost in the sequence. 
This CSP also has two solutions. The first solution = {yi 3,^ /2 
5,2/3 H 1,2/4 H 4,^5 2,2/6 H 6} refers to the digit sequence {2i, 3i, li, 22’ I2, 
83). It corresponds to the second solution 62 of Vi in Example 2.3. Similarly, 
the second solution 約 = { y i ^ ,^1/2 ^  1,2/3 3,?/4 2,2/5 ^  ye ^  4} 
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refers to the digit sequence (3i, li, 2i, I2,82, 22) and corresponds to the first 
solution 9[ of Vi. 
With two redundant models, V\ and V2, we can relate their variables by 
applying channeling constraints C�as Xi t—^  j 钱 y � h i for i，j = {1，...，6}. 
These constraints define a total and bijective function f where / {Xi j)= 
Uj i for all valid Prom the solutions of the two models, we can observe 
that there is a one-to-one mapping between them. For example, the assignment 
Xi I—> 2 in 9i of Vi corresponds to the assignment 2/2 h 1 in Q'�of 7^ 2. • 
Chapter 3 
Generating Redundant WCSP 
Models 
A problem can usually be formulated into multiple CSP models. Different 
models of the same problem can be connected using channeling constraints. 
This modeling technique is called redundant modeling [CCLW99]. In classical 
CSPs, a redundant model can be obtained relatively easier, though it is time-
consuming and not trivial. To ease the process, Law and Lee [LL02] proposed 
model induction to automatically generate a redundant CSP model from an 
existing one using another viewpoint of the problem. However, it is more dif-
ficult to obtain an alternative model in W C S P since each problem solution is 
associated with a cost and we have to ensure the same cost distribution on 
the feasible solutions of the redundant W C S P models. In this chapter, we first 
describe the concept of model induction for CSPs. Since this thesis mainly fo-
cuses on permutation problems, we then give a formal definition of permutation 
W C S P s and redundant modeling in WCSPs, and describe a slight generaliza-
tion of model induction which can generate mutually redundant WCSPs. 
37 
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3.1 Model Induction for C S P s 
Model induction [LL02] is a method for systematically generating a new model 
from an existing one, using another viewpoint of the problem and channeling 
constraints. For example, we can always obtain another viewpoint by inter-
changing the roles of variables and domains of a permutation problem in an 
existing viewpoint. The resulting model is redundant to the original one and 
is called an induced model. 
Model induction of a CSP V requires a channeling function f that maps 
assignments in V to assignments in another set of variables. If P is a permu-
tation CSP, we can always have the bijective channeling function: 
f{xi H j) = yj^i for all I < i J < n, 
which maps assignments in V to those in the induced model, denoted by i(J, V). 
Model induction assumes constraints to be in extensional form, i.e., a col-
lection of nogoods (tuples that violate the constraints). For example, given 
two variables Xi and X2 with domain Z^ xi = Dx2 = {1,2,3}, and a constraint 
Xi + X2' The constraint can be represented by the collection of nogoods 
{{rci 1,0；2 1}, {a；! 2,^2 2}, {xi i-^  3,3；2 i-^  3}}. 
The core of model induction is to transform all the nogoods in V to V) 
via /，where z(/, V) is another viewpoint (乂巧） o f the same problem and 
there is a set of channeling constraints defining a bijective function f from the 
possible assignments in V to those in z(/, V). A CSP V = (A', Vx, Cx) contains 
two types of constraints [LL02]: the explicit constraints as stated in Cx and 
the implicit constraints on variable assignments. The latter type of constraints 
can be further broken down into the restriction that (1) each variable Xi must 
be assigned a value a G D^^ and (2) each variable Xi cannot be assigned more 
than one value from its domain Da；.. Thus, the idea of model induction is to 
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transform all the nogoods in V, both explicit and implicit, to i{f,V) using f. 
The model z(/, V) is called an induced model. In the following, we describe 
each type of constraints in details. 
3.1.1 Stated Constraints 
The first type of constraints to transform is the explicit constraints stated in 
W e apply f on the nogoods in V and collect the transformed nogoods for 
i{f, V). Suppose V is binary, each binary nogood {xi h a, Xj h 6}, where 
a — 6，in each constraint of Cx is transformed to {f{xi a), f{xj b)}= 
{l/a H i,yb H j} in i{f,V). Each unary nogood {xi a} is also transformed 
to {f{xi H-^  a)} = {ua H i}. Note that when a = b and i — j, the transformed 
nogood {ya ^  i.Va^ j} is invalid and hence not included in i(f, V). 
Example 3.1 Let be a binary permutation CSP. If {xi 2,0：2 1} is a 
nogood in V�then {2/2 l,2/i h 2} is a nogood in i{f,V). If {xi i-> 3} is a 
nogood in V, then {2/3 h 1} is a nogood in i{f,V). • 
3.1.2 No-Double-Assignment Constraints 
In a solution of a CSP, each variable should be assigned with exactly one 
value, which means that no variables can be assigned with two values from 
its domain at the same time. This type of constraints is implicitly satisfied 
in V and shown by a set of "nogoods" of the form {xi a, b} for all 
Xi e a,b e Dxi, and a 一 b. Though they are not explicitly represented in 
V, we have to explicitly add them into z(/, V). For a permutation CSP, each 
nogood of the form {xi a, b} in V�where a is transformed to 
{f{xi H a), f{xi H b)} = {ya z} in V). These constraints are, 
indeed, the all-different constraints to ensure a permutation CSP for i{f, V). 
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Example 3.2 Suppose we have a variable Xi in V, where Dx^ = {1,2,3}. 
Then, the nogoods of the No-Double-Assignment constraints for Xi are {f(xi i-> 
l ) J { x i ^ 2)}, { / (x i l ) J ( x i ^ 3)}，and { f (x i ^ 2 ) J { x i ^ 3)}, 
which are, indeed, the nogoods {yi i—l,?/2 ^ 1}, {vi 1,2/3 h 1}, and 
{2/2^ 1,2/3^ 1} mi{f,V). • 
3.1.3 At-Least-One-Assignment Constraints 
Another type of the implicit constraints restricts each variable Xi to be assigned 
at least one value from its domain Da；.. These constraints are also implicitly 
satisfied and not represented in V. Given a permutation CSP V = V^, C;t') 
and another viewpoint (3^ , Vy) of the problem, we can obtain an induced 
model i{f,V) which is also a permutation CSP. The No-Double-Assignment 
constraints in V are converted into the all-different constraints in z(/, V). Thus, 
a solution of z(/, V) takes at least n values for n variables. Furthermore, by 
the definition of a permutation CSP, the number of variables is equal to the 
size of variable domains \Dy.\, where 2 G {1,... ,n}. Therefore, in a solution of 
i(f,V), this implies each variable must be assigned exactly one value from its 
domain. Hence, we can ignore the At-Least-One-Assignment constraints for 
the case of permutation CSPs [Law02 . 
Based on different types of constraints mentioned previously, here, we 
use the (2,3)-Langford's problem to illustrate the construction of an induced 
model. 
Example 3.3 Recall the model Vi = {？d.Vx.Cx) of (2,3)-Langford's prob-
lem in Example 2.3. W e have six variables X = {a;i,..., rce} representing li, 
I2, 2i, 22, 3i, and 82. The first digit 1 in the sequence is represented by li, the 
second digit 1 is represented by I2, and so on. The domain values represent 
the positions of a digit in the sequence, which is {1,..., 6}. The constraints 
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in C a ' ensure that: 
• all digits take different positions: Xi + Xj for all 1 < z < j < 6, and 
• the digit spacings are correct: X2i = X2i-i + (z + 1) for all 1 < z < 3. 
With the CSP model Vi, we can generate another redundant CSP model 
by model induction. W e denote the generated CSP model by z(/, V i ) = 
Vy, Cy). Each Hi denotes the zth-position in the sequence and Dy.= 
{1,..., 6} for z G {1,..., 6} denotes {li,…，32). The set of channeling con-
straints connecting the two models are Xi j ^ yj i—> i for all z, j E {1,..., 6}, 
which defines the bijective function 
f{xi H j) = yj H i for all i j G {1,..., 6}. 
First, we transform the stated constraints in C^ of Vi. From we can 
transform only the nogoods generated by the constraints that ensure correct 
digit spacing to the induced model. For the all-different constraints Xi + Xj, 
the nogoods {xi t—> a, Xj (—>• a} are transformed to {ya ^  i.Va^ j} which are 
not valid in V\). Thus, they are not required in z(/, V). 
For example, consider the constraint X2 = Xi+2 which contains some of the 
following nogoods: {xi 2, X2 ^ 1}, {rci h 2，0：2 h 3}，{xi i~> 2，0：2 h 5}， 
and {xi 2，工2 H 6}. Model induction converts them into nogoods {？/2 
1,2/1 H 2}, {2/2 H l,y3 H 2}, {2/2 H l，y5 H 2}, and {y2 h l,y6 h 2} 
respectively in the induced model. 
Second, we have to consider the No-Double-Assignment constraints in i(f, Pi). 
This is the same as adding another set of nogoods (ya 2} which are 
actually equivalent to the nogoods of the all-different constraints ya Ub for 
all 1 < a < 6 < 6 to the induced model. 
Figure 3.1 shows the constraint 0:2 =工1 + 2 in Vi and its induced counter-
part in z(/, V\) with the No-Double-Assignment constraints transformed from 
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Xi X2 
；ili … 
V y V J 
⑷ 巧 
{b) i{f.V,) = V2 
Figure 3.1: The stated constraint X2 = XiA-2 in Vi and its induced counterpart 
in Vi) with the No-Double-Assignment constraints from Xi 
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the variable Xi. Note that the induced model z(/, Vi) = (y.T^y.Cy) can then 
be formed by extracting and grouping the nogoods of the same scope to form 
constraints in Cy. V\ and V2 are mutually redundant, and are both models of 
the (2, 3)-Langford's problem. • 
3.2 Generalized Model Induction for W C S P s 
In the previous section, we have mentioned how to perform model induction 
on CSPs to obtain redundant models automatically from a given one. To 
obtain redundant W C S P models, we can generalize the notion of model induc-
tion. Since we mainly focus on permutation problems, we first give a formal 
definition of a permutation WCSP. 
Similar to a permutation CSP, a permutation WCSP is a W C S P V = 
(/c, Vx, Cx) in which each variable takes a unique value and is the same 
as the size of the variable domains. Any solution of V assigns a permutation 
of the domain values to the variables. In addition, the all-different constraints 
in the permutation W C S P must be hard constraints which means that tuples 
having assignments of the same value to different variables have a 丁 cost. For 
other constraints, they can have a cost between 丄 and T. 
Example 3.4 Recall the W C S P in Example 2.4 in Chapter 2. It has three 
variables and each variable has domain values {1,2,3}. The all-different con-
straints Xi — Xj, where 1 < i < j < 3, have cost functions I < i < j <2> and 
Cxi,xj{ci,a) = T, where a G {1,2,3}. There are other constraints in which the 
binary costs are between 丄 and T. Based on the definition of a permutation 
W C S P , we know that the W C S P in Example 2.4 is a permutation W C S P . • 
Given a permutation W C S P V = with AT = {xi,..., x^}, 
we can always have a dual permutation W C S P V' = (/c, with y = 
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{2/1, •. •, Un}' The variables in X and can be related using the channeling 
constraints xi ^ j yj 2 for 1 < z, j < n. To ensure two W C S P s Vi and 
V2 are mutually redundant, there must exist a bijective mapping between the 
two sets of all solutions of T\ and V2、and if a solution 9i of Vi corresponds to 
a solution 62 of V2 through the bijection, then V(没1) = V(02). 
Definition 3.1 Let Vi and V2 be two WCSPs. and V2 are mutually re-
dundant when: 
• there is a bijective mapping between the two sets of all solutions of Vi 
and V2、and 
• the associated costs of solution Qi of V\ and solution Q^ of Vi are the 
same (i.e., V(0i) = V(没2))，providing that Q2 is a bijection from 没丄’ or 
vice versa. 
Given a classical CSP, we can always model it as a W C S P in which the 
compatible assignments are of cost 丄 and the incompatible ones are of cost T. 
Deriving mutually redundant CSP models is common, however, it is difficult 
to obtain redundant W C S P models. Unlike classical CSPs, the constraints in 
W C S P s are soft constraints. The assignments in W C S P s have costs between 
丄 and T. For two mutually redundant W C S P models, there must exist a 
bijective mapping between the two sets of all solutions. Besides, we have to 
ensure the same cost between every pair of equivalent solutions in the two 
W C S P models. Fortunately, by generalizing model induction for CSPs, we 
can also obtain a redundant W C S P model from an existing one automatically. 
Similar to classical CSPs, there are two types of constraints: the explicit 
constraints as stated in Cx and the implicit constraints on variable assignments. 
First, we consider the stated constraints in Cx of V. A binary nogood {xi 1—> 
a, Xj ^ b}, where a — 6，in a classical CSP is equivalent to a binary cost 
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Cxi,xj (a, b) = T in a, W C S P . A unary nogood {rci i—> a} in a classical CSP is 
equivalent to a unary cost Cx人a) = T in a W C S P . In general, costs can be 
between 丄 and T. Therefore, model induction can be generalized for WCSPs. 
For all binary costs Cx^ x^j (a, b) in V, where a — 6 ， = Cxi’xj(a,b) in 
i{f,V), and for all unary costs C^i(a) in V, Cyjj) = Ca；.(a) in i{f,V). 
For the No-Double-Assignment constraints, we can simply set the binary 
costs i) = T for each 1 < a < b < n and 1 < z < n to the induced 
model z(/, V). This can ensure i{f,P) is a permutation W C S P . Furthermore, 
both V and i(f, V) should have the same values of and k (i.e., 丁). 
Theorem 3.1 Given a permutation W C S P V = {k, and another 
viewpoint (3^ , Vy) such that and (3^ , Vy) can be connected by the 
channeling constraints Xi = j yj = i for all 1 < ij, < n, where n = \X\ = 
y\. V and V) are mutually redundant W C S P models. 
Proof In model induction, an assignment xi a mV can always map to 
an assignment ?/q i-^  z in i[f,V) through the bijective function f[xi i-> a ) = 
Ua i- For example, Xi 2 in corresponds to ?/2 1 in i{f,V). Thus, a 
solution of V, which is a complete tuple 6i, can also map correspondingly to a 
solution $2 in i{f, V). Prom the mappings of solutions between V and z(/, V), 
we conclude that there is a bijective mapping between the two sets of solutions 
V and 2(/, V). Given two equivalent solutions Q = {xy^ 1，• " ’ a;^；^  h n} in 
V and 6' = {yi h V i , … ， y n h Vn} in i{f,V) through the bijective mapping, 
according to generalized model induction, each assignment {Xy. i) e 9 has 
the same unary cost as the corresponding assignment {yi ^ Vi) G 9' (i.e., 
(i) = Cyi[Vi)). Similarly, every pair of assignments {xy. i^Xy. h j} in 
V has the same binary cost as the corresponding pair of assignments [yi h 
VuUj ^ Vj) in e (i.e., = -Uj)). Therefore, the associated 
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cost of the solution 9 inV equals that of 9' in i.e., V(0i) = V(没 2). By 
Definition 3.1, V and i(f,V) are mutually redundant W C S P models. • 
C0 = 0, T = 4 C0 = 0, T = 4 
X\ X2 Xs 1 2 3 
1 2/1 ( ® 0 0 ) ) 
2 y2 [ O T o ) 
3 G > 二 吞 " 3 � \ ( i ) 
^ \ J V / \ Z 
(a) Vi (6) V2 
Figure 3.2: An example of model induction of a permutation W C S P 
Example 3.5 W e use the W C S P in Example 2.4 and illustrate how it can 
be used to generate a redundant W C S P model through generalized model 
induction. W e denote the original W C S P as Vi = In V u 
the valuation structure is 5(4) and we have variables X = {rci，0:2’ 工3}. Each 
variable has domain values Dx* = {1, 2,3}. In generalized model induction, 
the role of variables and values are interchanged to generate an induced model. 
Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show the original permutation W C S P Vi and its 
induced model i{f, Vi) respectively. 
In the induced model, the valuation structure remains 5(4), but we now 
have variables {2/1，2/2，2/3}，each of which has the same set of domain values 
Dy. = {1,2,3}. Both Vi and V2 have the same values for C0 and T. The 
unary and binary costs are also transformed from Vi to V2 correspondingly. 
For example, the unary cost Cxi (2) = 1 in "Pi becomes a unary cost Cy^{l) = 1 
in V2' For the binary cost Cx^ x^^ i^ ^ 2) = 3 in Pi, we need to convert it into the 
binary cost 3) = 3 in V2- Besides, the all-different constraints, such 
as C^ yi,2/2(1，1) = T, are added to V2, • 
Chapter 4 
Combining Mutually Redundant 
WCSPs 
In this chapter, we introduce our approach to combine two mutually redundant 
W C S P models. W e give detailed explanations to show the problems encoun-
tered when we simply apply NC* and AC* on a combined model. Based on 
the investigation, we refine the definitions of node and arc consistencies to 
give m-NC* and m-AC*, which are applicable to a combined model with m 
sub-models. Their respective enforcing algorithms are also given. 
4.1 Naive Approach 
Given two mutually redundant CSPs Vi = (M.Vx.Cx) and V2 = iy^Vy.Cy), 
a combined model is a CSP = (A' U 乂 V x U Dy, C ^ U C y U C。)，where C^ 
is the set of channeling constraints connecting Vi and V2, the sub-models of 
V�, Channeling constraints define the relationship between the variable assign-
ments in the two sub-mo dels. They are typically of the form Xi^ a ^  yj ^ h 
where Xi ^ a and yj 1—> b are assignments of Vi and V2 respectively. The 
channeling constraints Xi ^  j yj i connecting a permutation CSP and 
its dual model are of this form. 
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W e can construct a combined model V。for two mutually redundant W C S P s 
Vi = and V2 = {k2,y,Vy,Cy) similarly. V^ has the valuation 
structure S{ki + 紀2). The variables, domains, and constraints are formed like 
in the classical case. The channeling constraints are included in V。as hard 
constraints, i.e., all costs are either 丄 or T. They are of the form xi ^ j 
yj H i. For every channeling constraint Xi j 公 yj h i, it has the cost 
function Cx^y八a, ^ ？)=丄 if a = j 6 =、and。工“衫八a, b) = T otherwise. 
Example 4.1 Figure 4.1(a) shows a W C S P model Pi. Using generalized 
model induction, we can obtain its induced W C S P model V2 shown in Figure 
4.1(b). W e use these two models to illustrate how they are combined to form 
a combined model V。. 
C0 = 1,T = 4 ： Q = 1’T 二 4 
Xi X2 X3 ： 1 2 3 
1 i � / ? � / T ) 
2 0 ^ 0 - 0 : 2/2 ( 1 0 ^ 1 6 ( o � 
\ y \ y \ y • 义 J 
(a) Vi ： (b) V2 
C© = 2, T = 8 
Xi X2 1 2 3 
.H^^Afl if 9 ^] 
y . . / y 
^ o ^ ^ o ^ o ；。二二3 (16^6 
3 O ^ O ^ O ,3 f 6 & 
V y / \ y \ J 
(c) Vc 
Figure 4.1: An example of a combined permutation W C S P model 
In the combined model V。, the valuation structure is the sum of that in 
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Vi and V2, 5(4 + 4) = 5(8). The variables and domains are the union of the 
two respectively, i.e., X i j y and V x U Vy. The set of constraints in V^ is a 
combination of the constraints in V\ and V2, and the channeling constraints 
C^ = {xi j ^ Uj 211 < z, j < 3}. The costs of the channeling constraints 
are either 丄 or T. For example, the channeling constraint 0:2 1 ^  2/1 > 2 
has the cost function: 
Ca;2’yi (1’ 1) = T’ Ca;2’yi (1’ 2)=丄，C:E2’yi(l’ 3) = T， 
Cx2,yi (2’ 1)=丄’ C^a;2’yi (2’ 2) = T, Cx2,yi (2, 3)=丄’ 
(3) 1)=丄,C'x2,yi(3,2) •-•= T, Cx2,yi (3,3) = _L. 
Thus, the combined W C S P model is a quadruplet P。= {S^XU 乂 V x U Vy、 
Cx\JCyVJ Cc). Figure 4.1(c) shows the combined W C S P model V。for Vi and 
V2. • 
AC* on V A C * on V。 
(m，n) fail time fail time 
(3.11)77507 68342 163.16 
(3.12) 275643 178 25 172520 546.96 
Table 4.1: Preliminary experimental results on solving soft Langford's problem 
W e perform some preliminary experiments in the W C S P solver ToolBar 
BHd+05] using Langford's problem (prob024 in CSPLib [GW99]) to evaluate 
the performance of the single and combined models. The single model V is 
based on a permutation CSP model shown in Example 2.3. The Langford's 
problem is over-constrained for many instances. For example, only (3,9) and 
(3,10) among the (3，n) instances for 3 < n < 16 have solutions. Therefore, we 
soften the model so that tuples of the all-different constraints remains hard, 
and other constraints in the model can now have random non-T costs. With 
the aid of generalized model induction, we obtain an induced model from an 
original one. The combined model V^ contains the single model and its induced 
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model as sub-models. W e randomly generate 10 models for each of the (3，11) 
and (3，12) instances and obtain the average results of the number of fails 
(i.e., the number of backtracks occurred in solving a model) and C P U time in 
seconds in Table 4.1 for finding the first optimal solution. 
Prom the result, we find that enforcing AC* on a combined model does 
achieve fewer number of fails than enforcing AC* on a single model. However, 
execution of the former takes much longer time than that of the latter. This 
is mainly due to three reasons. First, there are more variables and constraints 
in a combined model than in a single model. It takes longer time to propagate 
the constraints at each node in a search tree. Second, there is a large number 
of channeling constraints connecting the two mutually redundant models. For 
example, in (m, n)-Langford's problem, we need channeling constraints 
to combine two mutually redundant models. For classical CSPs, efficient global 
constraints exist for propagating the channeling constraints, but there are no 
such counterparts for WCSPs. Third, by analyzing the propagation behavior 
in the combined models, we find that despite achieving fewer number of fails 
overall, enforcing AC* on a combined model can miss pruning opportunities 
which are available even in a single model. W e shall discuss in details why this 
can happen, and as a remedy to the second and third drawbacks, we propose 
m-NC* and m-AC* and their associated algorithms for effectively improving 
propagation in a combined model with m sub-mo dels. W e also reveal that 
the propagation of pruning information among sub-models can be done by 
enforcing m-NC*. This means that redundant modeling can be done without 
the channeling constraints. 
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Figure 4.2: Enforcing star node consistencies on V2 and V。 
4.2 N o d e Consistency Revisited 
W e first investigate the problems encountered when enforcing NC* in the com-
bined models. Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(c) show two mutually redundant W C -
SPs Vi and V2 respectively, as given in Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) of Example 
4.1. The W C S P s have variables {工1，0：2，工3} and {2/1,2/2,2/3} respectively with 
domains {1,2,3}. They can be combined using the channeling constraints 
C^ = {xi y-^ j Uj i\l < i j < 3}. Figure 4.2(e) gives the combined 
model V。, which is the same as the one shown in Figure 4.1(c) of Example 4.1. 
Consider enforcing NC* on V\ and V2 individually. The assignment rci 1 
in Vi is not NC*, since C0©Cxi(l) = 1©3 = T. Value 1 can hence be removed 
from Dxi, as shown in Figure 4.2(b). Similarly, value 1 can be also removed 
from Dyr Furthermore, neither of the remaining domain values {2,3} of yi 
has a 丄 unary cost. Therefore, Cy^ is projected over Cq such that Cy^ ( 2 ) =丄， 
Cyi (3) = 1，and Cq = 2, as shown in Figure 4.2(d). 
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Now consider enforcing NC* on the combined model V。of Vi and V2. V。 
has a valuation structure 5(4 + 4) = 5(8). In V^, however, I and i-> 1 
are still NC*, since C© © = Q) © Gyi(l) = 4 < T = 8. Therefore, no 
values can be removed from the variable domains. NC* on V^ can only project 
Cy, over C0 such that Cy,{l) = 2, Cy, (2)=丄’（7yi(3) = 1，and Cq = 3’ as 
shown in Figure 4.2(f). This example shows the undesirable behavior that en-
forcing NC* on a combined model can result in weaker constraint propagation 
than on its sub-models individually. 
4.2.1 Refining Node Consistency Definition 
From the previous example, we observe that given any solution Q of the com-
bined model V��if an assignment x,；. h j in sub-model Vi is in 9, then according 
to the channeling constraints Xi y-^ j yj i-> z, the corresponding assignment 
Uj »-> z in sub-model V2 must be also in 9, and vice versa. Therefore, we can 
check the consistencies of Xi i-> j and yj i-> i simultaneously. If the global 
lower bound C© plus the sum of the unary costs Cxi(j) and Cy. (i) equals T, 
then both Xi j and y�t—> i cannot be in any solution of V^ and can be 
pruned. 
Consider variable yi in P2，a complete tuple of V2 must contain exactly 
one assignment of 2/1. The set of assignments {yi 2,2/1 h 3} in V2 
correspond io 9 = {a；! 1,3:3 ^ 1} in Vi respectively. Therefore, a 
solution of V。must contain exactly one assignment among 6. In Figure 4.2(f), 
since the minimum cost among Cxi(l), C;c2(l)，and Ca;3(l) is 1 > 丄，we can 
use such information to tighten the global lower bound of V^ in addition to 
the projection of Cy^ over 
Furthermore, we can check the consistencies of the assignments 工1 h 1 and 
2/1 1 simultaneously. Since C0 0 C^i (1) 0 Cy^ (1) = 3 0 3 0 2 = 8 = T, both 
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xi I—> 1 and 2/1 I—1 should be pruned, thus restoring the available prunings in 
the single models. 
By capturing the ideas described in the previous two paragraphs, we pro-
pose a new notion of node consistency m-NC* for combined W C S P mod-
els with m sub-models. Note that m-NC* is a general notion; it is not 
restricted to permutation W C S P s only. In the following, we assume that 
Vs = (Jcs,义,T>s,Cs) for 1 < s < m are m mutually redundant WCSPs, where 
^S = I 1 < 2 < n j and V^ = {D：,^  . 11 < i < n j (n^ = Cs,t is 
the set of channeling constraints connecting Vs and Vt, and C^ = Us<t is 
the set of all channeling constraints. Vc = [k,X,V,C) is a combined model 
of m sub-models T^ s for 1 < s < m, where k = ^ = Us 不，and 
C = [j^Cs U C。. Function fs、t is a bijective channeling function from assign-
ments in Vs to those in Vt. By definition, ft,s = f:) and fs,s is the identity 
function. 'dt{xs,i) = {fs,t{^ s,i »-> a) | a € Da；^  J is a set of all the corresponding 
assignments of Xs,i in Vt-
Definition 4.1 Let V^ be a combined model of m sub-models for 1 < s < 
m. 
• A n assignment Xs^ t-^  a is m-channeling node consistent (m-NC*) if 
C0 e ^xtjih) < 丁，where fs,t(^s,i ^ a) = Xtj ^btfoT l<t<m. 
• A variable Xs,i E ^  is m-NCl if (1) all assignments of Xs,i are m-NC* and 
(2) for 1 < t < m , there exists an assignment {xt,j ^  b) e i9t(Xs/) such 
that Cxtj(b)=丄.The assignment Xtj i-^  6 is a c-support for 'dt[xs^i). 
• V�is m-NC^ if every variable in ？d is m-NC*. 
Example 4.2 Consider the combined model V。in Figure 4.3(a), which is the 
same as Figure 4.2(e). It is NC* but not 2-NC*, since (1) C0eC,;,(l)©Cyi(l)= 
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Figure 4.3: Enforcing 2-NC* on V。 
T, and (2) there are no c-supports for the tuple 9 = {xi ^ l,X2 h 1,3:3 
1}. Figure 4.3(b) shows an equivalent W C S P after enforcing 2-NC* on the 
combined model V^ in Figure 4.3(a). • 
Note that 1-NC* is equivalent to NC*, while m-NC* achieves more primings 
than NC*. 
Following Debruyne and Bessiere, we define some notions to compare the 
strengths of two local consistencies. Suppose A and B are two local consisten-
cies. A is stronger [DB97] than B {A > B) if in any CSP in which A holds, 
then B holds too. A is strictly stronger [DB97] than B (A > B) if A is (1) 
stronger than B and (2) there is at least one CSP where A holds but B does 
not hold. 
T h e o r e m 4.1 Let V^ be a combined model of m sub-models Ps for 1 < s < m. 
Enforcing m-NC* on P^ is strictly stronger than enforcing NC* on V�, 
Proof Without loss of generality, we give the proof for the case m = 2 and 
permutation WCSPs. The proof can be generalized to other classes of WCSPs. 
Let Vc be a combined model consisting of 2 sub-models, V\ = (/ci, & 
and V2 = {k2,y.Vy,Cy). Suppose V。is 2-NC* but not NC*. In 
particular, we assume Xi i-> j and yj i are not NC*. 
First, we prove m-NC* is as strong as NC*. W e have to consider two cases: 
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1. 3xi j in Vi such that C© 0 Ca；. {j) = T. 
By the definition of 2-NC*, the assignments Xi h j and yj h i cannot 
be removed if C© ©C^.(j) ©Cy.(z) < /ci + /c2. Thus, C^ ©C^i(J) < ki-{-k2 
and C© 0 Cy.(i) < ki + /c2- However, the assumption states that P^ is 
not NC* and there exists Xi j such that C迅 © Cx^ (j) = + /c2. This 
leads to a contradiction. , 
2 . V a e D…C工八a) > 丄 . 
By the definition of 2-NCJ, variable Xi in V： has an assignment Xi a 
such that Cxi (a)=丄.This contradicts the assumption that the unary 
costs of the assignments of variable Xi are all greater than 丄. 
Since both cases lead to contradictions, m-NC* is as strong as NC*. 
Second, to show strictness, we can use the combined model V。in Example 
4.2. Figure 4.2(f) gives an equivalent combined W C S P model after enforcing 
NC* and Figure 4.3(b) shows an equivalent combined W C S P model after en-
forcing 2-NC*. Obviously, we can see that enforcing 2-NC* on V^ can remove 
extra values, 1 G D^i, and 1 G Dyj, than enforcing NC*. Thus, enforcing 2-
NC* on Vc consisting of 2 sub-models is strictly stronger than enforcing NC* 
on pc. • 
4.2.2 Enforcing m-NC* Algorithm 
To enforce m-NC* on a combined model, we propose a new form of projection 
which can force c-supports for tuples. 
Definition 4.2 Given a tuple 9, let a = min(a;h-^ a)g0{Cx(a)}. C-projection of 
a tuple 9 over Cq is a flow of a cost units such that C® C© 0 a and for each 
{x ^  a) e 0, Ca;(a) Cx{a) 0 a. 
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C-projection is a generalization of ordinary projection. The former allows 
the assignments in 9 to be from different variables, while the latter is equiv-
alent to c-projection of all assignments of a single variable. Clearly, after 
c-projection of a tuple 6, there must exist an assignment (a; h-> a) G ^ such 
that Cx{a)=丄.Note that in a combined model, if 6 corresponds to the set 
of all assignments of a single variable in another sub-model, then c-projection 
of 9 maintains the same cost distribution on complete tuples. 
T h e o r e m 4.2 Let Xs,i be a variable in a combined model V。. C-projection of 
'dt{xs^ i) over transforms V。into an equivalent W C S P . 
Proof Let Xs,i be a variable with domain D^^ ^  in a combined model V^ with 
m sub-models. A solution of V^ must contain exactly one assignment among 
i^ ti^ sA)- Therefore, there must be a necessary cost a = 
incurred to any solution of V。. By projection of •dt{xs^ i) over C0, a cost is added 
to C0 and the global lower bound of V^ is tightened. Any inconsistent values 
that cannot be extended to a solution are then pruned. Thus, c-projection of 
'dt{xs,i) over C0 transforms V。into an equivalent W C S P . • 
C0 = 2, T = 8 C0 = 4, T = 8 
Xi X2 X3 1 2 3 Xi X2 X3 1 2 3 
f 9 f ) y^ ( ^ g 9 ) 
j y / y _ j y i ! 
2 a ^ O - O y2(々 、々  6 ) 2 a f O - O y2 [{Q I (j) [Q ) 
^ p f W W yaf 5 i 6; ^ 0 % - 0 ,3 f 6 ) 
^ ’ ^ ^ ‘ ^ V / V / V / 
(a) pc before c-projection (h) V�after c-projection 
Figure 4.4: An example showing c-projection of i9t(Xs’i) over C© 
Example 4.3 Consider the combined model V。in Figure 4.4(a). None of the 
domain values of yi has a 丄 unary cost. Therefore, the minimum cost 1 among 
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the set of assignments {yi h h 2,2/1 h 3} is projected over C免.In the 
other sub-model, 6 = h-> 1^x2 1, X3 h-> 1} corresponds to the set of all 
assignments of 2/1. Hence, by Theorem 4.2, c-projection of d over C0 maintains 
the same cost distribution on complete tuples. In Figure 4.4(a), = 3, 
Cx2(l) = 1, and C;e3(1) = 2, c-projection of 6 deducts 1 from each of these 
costs and increases Cq by 1，forcing a c-support X2 ^ I (or yi h 2) for 6. 
Figure 4.4(b) gives an equivalent W C S P after c-projection. • 
Algorithm 4.1: Algorithm for enforcing m-NC* 
1 Function NC* (Cg, /c, A", P , C) “ 
2 foreach {xs,i G A') do 
3 foreach {1 < t < m) do 
5 C(D : = C g © a ; 
6 foreach {{xtj b) e '0t{xs,i)) do 
7 L L ^ -tAb) 
8 foreach {xs,i G do 
9 PruneVarc (工5“）； 
10 Function PruneVarc (rCs.i) 
11 changed := false; 
12 foreach (a G Dx^  J do 
13 let {xtj ^ hi) = fs,t{Xs,i ^ a) ioi I <t <m\ 
14 if = then 
15 foreach (1 < ^ < m) do 
16 D工tj 
17 changed := true; 
18 return changed; 
Algorithm 4.1 shows an algorithm for enforcing m-NC* on a combined 
model Vc, The algorithm first forces a c-support for each (x^ j E. dt(:Cs’i) 
by c-projecting each 'di{xs,i) over C访,Next, for each Xs,i G PruneVarc 
is called to prune any non-m-NC* assignments. By using table lookup, a 
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channeling function can be implemented in 0(1) time. Therefore, PruneVarc 
and NC* runs in 0[md) and 0{mnd) time respectively, where d is the maximum 
domain size and n = 
Theorem 4.3 Given a combined W C S P T"" with m sub-models, the m-NC* 
algorithm enforces m-channeling node consistency (m-NC*) on V^ and pre-
serves all solutions of V。, 
Proof The proof makes use of the definition of m-NC*. In each sub-model 
Vt, where 1 < t < m , of the combined model V。、the m-NC* algorithm first 
forces c-supports for each {xtj t-> 6) G 'Otixs^ i) by projecting each 'dt{xs,i) 
over C V This ensures there must exist an assignment {xtj ^ b) e 'dt{xs,i) 
that Cxtj{b)=丄.Besides, PruneVarc checks if C© © < 丁，where 
fsAxs’i ^ a) = Xtj ^ bt for 1 < t < m. It removes all values from domains 
of variables that cannot be extended to solutions. Thus, the m-NC* algo-
rithm enforces m-channeling node consistency (m-NC*) on V^ and preserves 
all solutions of • 
W h e n enforcing m-NC* on a combined model V。、whenever an assign-
ment Xg^ i I—> a is detected not m-NC*, all the corresponding assignments 
/s,t(工s’i a) for 1 < t < m are also not m-NC* and can be pruned. Therefore, 
enforcing m-NC* on V。has already entailed all the channeling constraints in 
and we can skip the postings of the channeling constraints in V。to save 
propagation overhead. In subsequent discussions, we assume that there will 
be no channeling constraints in a combined model if m-NC* is enforced. 
4.3 Arc Consistency Revisited 
Besides NC*, we also investigate the adverse behavior encountered when en-
forcing AC* in combined models. W e continue with the W C S P s in Example 
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Figure 4.5: Enforcing star arc consistencies on Vi, V2 and V^ 
Consider the W C S P s Vi and V2 after enforcing NC* individually in Figures 
4.2(b) and 4.2(d), as shown in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(d) respectively. In the 
former model, there are no supports for rci h 2 in Cxi,x2- Projection of Cxi,x2 
over makes C^, (2) = 2，C^ ：!,0:2(2,1)=丄’ and (7xi’:c2(2，3) 二 1’ resulting 
Figure 4.2(b). There are also no supports for 2:2 3 in Cx^ .xa- Subsequently, 
Cxi,x2 is projected over Cx2 such that Cx2{^) == 1 and Cxi,x2(2,3)=丄.The 
AC* model is shown in Figure 4.5(c). The latter model in Figure 4.5(d) is 
already AC*. Therefore, it remains the same after enforcing AC*. 
Figure 4.5(f) shows the result of enforcing AC* on the combined model 
V。of those in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(d). There are no extra prunings than 
enforcing AC* on each sub-model individually. So, Figure 4.5(f) is basically 
the combination of Figures 4.5(c) and 4.5(d), which is the same as enforcing 
AC* on the sub-models individually. 
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4.3.1 Refining Arc Consistency Definition 
Consider variable X2 in the set of assignments {x2 ^ 1,X2 ^ 2, X2 h 
3} in Vi corresponds to 9 = {yi h 2,?/2 h 2,7/3 h 2} in V2' W e have 
discussed previously that a complete tuple of the combined model V^ must 
contain exactly one assignment among 0. Given an assignment yi a in V2 
but not in d, there is a binary cost 2) incurred between yi h a and 
{yj ^ 2) E 9. (When i = j, there are actually no such binary costs, but we 
assume without losing generality that the cost between two assignments of the 
same variable is T.) Let 2/i a be 2/2 h 1. In Figure 4.5(f), since the minimum 
binary cost among Cy2’yi(l’2) = 2，“Cy2，y2(l, 2)，，= T, and Cy^ ,^ (^1,2) 二 3 is 
2 > 丄，we can use such information to tighten the bound on the unary cost 
W e capture this idea to propose a new arc consistency notion m-AC* for 
combined models with m sub-models. The notion again is not restricted to 
permutation W C S P s only. 
Definition 4.3 Let V�be a combined model of m sub-models Vs for 1 < s < 
m. 
• A n assignment Xs,i a in V^ is m-channeling arc consistent (m-AC*) 
with respect to constraint if for 1 < t < m, there exists an 
assignment {xt,j' b') E i^ti^sj) such that Cx“,�a:tj'(a',b')=丄，where 
H a' = fs,t{^s,i a). The assignment Xtj' ^ b' is a c-support for 
Xt^i! H-> a'. 
• A variable Xg^ i € ^ is m-ACl if all assignments of Xs,i are m-AC* with 
respect to all constraints involving Xg^i-
• V^ is m-AC*c if each Xs^ i G Pc is m-NC* and m-AC*. 
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Figure 4.6: Enforcing 2-ACJ on V。 
Example 4.4 Consider the combined model V^ in Figure 4.6(a), which is the 
same as Figure 4.5(f). The W C S P is AC* but not 2-AC*, since there are 
no c-supports among {yi i—> 2, y2 ^  2, ys h 2} for 2/2 ^  1. There are also 
no c-supports among {2/2 >-> 1,2/3 h 1} for y^ 2. Figure 4.6(b) shows 
an equivalent 2-AC* W C S P . The optimal solution is {xi h 3，0:2 1 ， h 
2, yi ^  2,2/2 ^  3, ？/3 > 1}，which has aggregate cost 4. • 
Again, 1-AC* is equivalent to AC*, while m-AC* is a stronger notion of 
consistency than AC*. 
T h e o r e m 4.4 Let V^ be a combined model of m sub-models T^ s for 1 < s < m. 
Enforcing m-AC* on V。is strictly stronger than enforcing AC* on V。. 
Proof Without loss of generality, we prove the case m = 2 and permutation 
W C S P s . The proof can be generalized to other classes of WCSPs. 
Let V�be a combined model consisting of 2 sub-models, V\ = (/ci, X, 
V x X x ) and V2 = (k2,y,Vy,Cy). Suppose V。is 2-AC: but not AC*. This 
means that there exists a G D^^ such that for all the assignments Xj b, 
Cxi，xj(a’ b) > 丄.However，by the definition of 2-ACJ, there exists an assign-
ment Xj I—> b such that b)=丄.This leads to a contradiction and 
2-AC* is as strong as AC*. 
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To show strictness, we can use the combined model V^ in Example 4.4. 
Figure 4.5(i) gives an equivalent combined W C S P model after enforcing AC* 
and Figure 4.6(b) shows an equivalent combined W C S P model after enforcing 
2-AC*. Obviously, we can see that enforcing 2-AC: on V^ can remove extra 
values, 1 e Ari’ 1 e and {1,2} G Dy” than enforcing AC*. Thus, 
enforcing 2-AC* on V。consisting of 2 sub-models is strictly stronger than 
enforcing AC* on V . • 
4.3.2 Enforcing m-AC* Algorithm 
To enforce m-AC* on a combined model, we extend the definition of c-projections 
which can force c-supports for assignments. 
Definition 4.4 Given an assignment x a and a tuple 6 where {x a) ^  6, 
let a = b)}. C-projection of a tuple 9 over h a is a 
flow of a cost units such that Cx{a) := Cx{a) © a and for each [y ^ b) ^ Q, 
Cx,y{a,h) := C工’y(a,b)Qa. 
C-projection of a set of all assignments of a single variable y over x ^ a 
is equivalent to ordinary binary projection. In a combined model, if a tuple 9 
corresponds to the set of all assignments of a single variable in another sub-
model, then c-projection of 9 over an assignment not in 9 yields an equivalent 
W C S P . 
T h e o r e m 4.5 Let Xs^ i be a variable in a combined model V^. C-projection of 
'dt{Xs,i) over an assignment Xt’j ^ a ^ transforms V�into an equivalent 
W C S P . 
Proof Let Xg^ i be a variable in a combined model V。with m sub-models. 
Given an assignment oot,j a ^ 礼fe,i)，there must be a necessary binary 
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cost h) incurred between Xt^i h a and Xtj 6 G "dtixg^i). By 
projection of 'dt{^s,i) over the assignment Xtj b a • '0t{xs,i), the minimum 
binary cost b) is added to the unary cost Cx、入a) and the bound on 
that unary cost is tightened. Thus, c-projection of over an assignment 
Xt,j •—> a ^  似工s,i) transforms V^ into an equivalent W C S P . • 
Co = 3, T = 8 
Xi X2 X3 1 2 3 
1 ©--<2) ( ^ 矛 ) 
2 ( 1 > - 0 - 0 y2 ( 9 [6 ) 
3 4 6 0 0 
\ J \ J V ^ V ^ 
(a) V before enforcing 2-AC* 
C 0 = 4, T = 8 
Xi X2 X3 1 2 3 
1 o - < D 丨 9 9 ^ 
2 ( 1 > - 0 - 0 V2 [ @ [o ( 小 ] 
3 .3 6 6 j) 
v. / \ y \ y 
(6) Intermediate step of 2-AC: on V^ 
Q ) = 4’ T = 8 
Xi X2 X3 1 2 3 
1 n 饥 〔 Q Q ] 
2 0 — 0 y2 ( O O 1 
\ J 
3 • y s f O ] 
\ J \ J \ / N J 
(c) Vc after enforcing 2-AC* 
Figure 4.7: An example showing c-projection 'dti^s^i) over Xtj h a • 
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Example 4.5 Recall the combined model V。in Figure 4.5(f) and the same 
model is shown in Figure 4.7(a). The assignment y2 h 1 has no c-supports 
in ^  = {pi t—^  2,?/2 2,2/3 H 2}, the set of assignments in V2 corresponding 
to the set of all assignments of X2 in Vi. C-projections of 0 over 2/2 h 1 
yields 2)=丄，（7y2,y3(l’2) = 1, and Cy^il) = 2, as shown in Figure 
4.7(b). In the figure, {3:2 h 1’0；3 h 1} is also c-projected over C® such that 
C x 2 ( l ) = 丄 ， = 1, and C© = 4. The assignments xi ^ 2 and 1/2 ^ I 
are consequently not 2-NC*, since C© © Qi:“2) ® = 4 © 2 © 2 = T，and 
are thus pruned. Variable x： is now bound and further propagation yields the 
final 2-AC* W C S P in Figure 4.7(c). • 
Algorithm 4.2 shows the algorithm for enforcing m-AC* on a combined 
model pc It uses two data structures for storing c-supports. S[Xt’i' 
a', Xs,j,t) stores the current c-support for the assignment Xt^ ' a! among 
'dt{xs,j), while t) stores the current c-support for FindCSupport 
generalizes FindSupport in Algorithm 2.8 so that for each sub-model Vt, it 
forces a c-support among 'dt{xsj) for each assignment {xt^ii i-> a') G 'Ot(xs^i). 
C-projections over Cm is done by Pro j ectUnary when necessary. After finding 
c-supports, any assignments that are not ?n-NC* are pruned using PruneVarc 
in Algorithm 4.1. FindCSupport algorithm runs in 0{md?) time, hence the 
overall m-AC* algorithm runs in time. PruneVarc is the same func-
tion in the enforcing m-NC* algorithm shown in Algorithm 4.1. 
T h e o r e m 4.6 Given a combined W C S P V�with m sub-models, the m-AC* 
algorithm enforces m-channeling arc consistency (m-AC*) on V^ and preserves 
all solutions of V^. 
Proof In each sub-model Vt, where 1 < i < m , of the combined model 
V。、the m-AC* algorithm first forces c-supports for each assignment {xi^it h 
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Algorithm 4.2: Algorithm for enforcing m-AC* 
1 Function AC* (Co, /c, AT, V, C) 
2 Q ：= X； 
3 while (Q 0) do 
4 Xs4 ：= Pop(Q)； 
5 foreach (Ca：,,,,^ ,,,. € C) do 
6 |_ FindCSupport(Xs.i, Xsj)] 
7 foreach {xs^ i G X ) do 
8 if (PruneVarc (Xs,i)) then 
9 [_ Q : = Q U K - }； 
10 Function FindCSupport(.Xs^.Xgj) 
11 foreach {1 <t <m) do 
12 supported := true; 
13 foreach {{xt,i> ^ a') G 'dt{xs,i)) do 
14 if (S{xt,i' ^ a\xs,jyt) • '0t(xs^ j)) then 
15 let [xt,j* ^  b*) = argmin(a;t,j'Hb'�eMxs,j"){Cxt�i,�xt’j人of, b')}; 
16 S{xt,i> a',Xs,j,t) := {xtj* i-> b*)\ 
19 foreach {{xtj> h b') e 'dt{^ t,j)) do 
20 L c〜'’®t,/(a'，：= c〜’〜'(。'，約 e Q；； 
21 if {Cx^(a')=丄 and a〉丄)then 
22 supported := false; 
23 if 卜supported) then 
24 ProjectUnaryCXfi^i)； 
25 Function Proj ectUnary (Xs^) 
26 let a*) = 
27 S{Xs,i,t) ：= (Xt,i* a*); 
2 8 Q； := Ca：^ ., (a*); 
29 Qa := C0 © a\ 
30 foreach {{xt^ i' ^^ a') G ^M〜)）do 
31 L C=h、i'⑷Cxt、' e a; 
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a') e 'dt{xs4) by projecting each 'dt{xs,i) over Cx^ This ensures there 
must exist an assignment {xtj' ^ h') G 'dti^sA) that Cx“,,x",(jAb')=丄. 
ProjectUnary enforces m-channeling node consistency m - N C * on V^ if the 
variables lose its consistencies when forcing supports for m-ACJ. Besides, 
PruneVarc checks if Cm © Y^t^^tji^t) < 丁’ where fs,ti^s,i ^ a) = Xtj h 
for 1 < i < m . It removes all values from domains of variables that cannot be 
extended to solutions. Besides, the m-AC* algorithm has a queue Q for storing 
the variables whose domains have been changed. Q is initialized to contain 
all the variables in X because every variable has to obtain an initial support 
for its values with respect to every binary constraints. The algorithm stops 
when Q becomes empty, indicating every variables in V^ is m-AC*. Thus, the 
m-AC* algorithm enforces m-channeling node consistency (m-AC*) on V^ and 
preserves all solutions of V^. • 
Chapter 5 
Experiments 
W e implement the 2-NC* and 2-AC* algorithms in ToolBar [BHd+05]’ a branch 
and bound W C S P solver maintaining some local consistencies at each search 
tree node, to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the combined mod-
els. To strike a balance between the amount of information exchange and 
the overhead of extra models, we combine only two sub-models in a combined 
model. W e use the Langford's problem and Latin square problem, which con-
tain mainly binary constraints, as two benchmarks to test our algorithms. 
Since enforcing AC* on combined models is not efficient, comparisons are made 
directly among AC* [Lar02], FDAC* [LS03], and EDAC* [dHZL05] on single 
models and 2-AC* on combined models. A combined model contains as sub-
models a single model and its induced model, generated automatically using 
generalized model induction described in Chapter 3. 
The experiments are run on a Sun Blade 2500 (2 x 1.6GHz US-IIIi) work-
station with 2GB memory. W e use the dom/deg variable ordering heuristic 
which chooses the variable with the smallest ratio of domain size to future 
degree. Values are tried in increasing order of unary costs in the domain of a 
variable. The initial T value provided to the solver is where n is the number 
of variables in a model. W e report and compare the average number of fails 
(i.e., the number of backtracks occurred in solving a model) and C P U time in 
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seconds to find the first optimal solution for each instance. In the tables, the 
best number of fails and C P U time among the results for each instance are 
highlighted in bold. 
5.1 Langford's Problem 
Recall the Langford's problem (prob024 in CSPLib [GW99]), denoted as (m, n)-
Langford's problem, which is to find an m x n digit sequence consisting of digits 
1 to n, each occurring m times, such that any two consecutive occurrences of 
digit i's are separated by i other digits. Hnich, Smith, and Walsh [HSW04 
proposed a way to model the Langford's problem as a classical permutation 
CSP. Example 2.3 illustrates the model of the (2，3) instance of the Langford's 
problem as a permutation CSP. 
In the classical Langford's problem, many instances are over-constrained. 
For example, only the (2’ 7), (2，8)，(2’ 11), (2,12)，(3’ 9), and (3,10) instances 
are satisfiable among (2, n), where 6 < n < 13 and (3, n), where 5 < n < 15 
instances. Therefore, we soften the problem, as described in Section 4.1, by 
allowing violation of constraints (except the all-different constraint) at random 
costs uniformly from 1 to T inclusively. After softening the constraints, there 
can be more solutions for a model and an unsatisfiable model can become 
satisfiable. 
For both classical and soft Langford's problem, a combined model consists 
of two sub-models, the single model and its induced model generated auto-
matically by generalized model induction. Examples 3.3 and 3.5 illustrate how 
to obtain the induced CSP and W C S P models, respectively, from an existing 
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Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the results on different (m，n) instances of clas-
sical and soft Langford's problem respectively. For each soft (m, n) instance, 
we generate 10 instances and report the average results. In the tables, the 
first column shows the problem instances. An instance marked with "*" is 
satisfiable, which means that an optimal solution of the instance has a zero 
cost. W h e n solving these instances, once such solution is found, we need not 
prove its optimality and can terminate immediately. This is different from the 
case where the optimal solution has a non-zero cost, in which we still need to 
continue search to prove optimality. The second, third, and fourth columns 
show the results of enforcing AC*，FDAC*, and E D AC* on the single mod-
els respectively. The fifth column reports results of enforcing 2-ACJ on the 
combined models. A cell labeled with “-，，means execution cannot terminate 
within 2 hours of C P U time. 
Among all four local consistencies, 2-AC* achieves the smallest number 
of fails in most instances, not to mention the preliminary results in Table 
4.1. This shows that our 2-AC* algorithm does far more primings than the 
other three local consistency algorithms, and thus more search space can be 
reduced. This also confirms that enforcing m-AC* can transmit both pruning 
and cost projection information better. In fact, all of AC*, FDAC*, and 
E D A C * degenerate to A C in classical CSPs. However, since the consistency 
algorithm can transform a CSP to different equivalent consistent CSPs after 
constraint propagation at each search node, they can have a slight different 
number of fails, such as the (3，9) instance of the classical Langford's problem. 
For both classical and soft cases, 2-AC* is clearly the most efficient for 
the larger and more difficult instances, which require larger amount of search 
efforts to either prove unsatisfiability or find an optimal solution. W e improve 
the number of fails and runtime of, say, (3，14) instance, by factors of 7.2 and 
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2.2 respectively on average. There are even instances which cannot be solved 
by enforcing AC*, FDAC*, and E D AC* on a single model within the time 
limit, but enforcing 2-AC* on the combined model can solve these instances. 
The reduction rates of number of fails and runtime of combined models to 
single models increase with the problem size on average. Exceptions are those 
marked with “*’，，which can terminate when a zero cost solution is found. Such 
instances require relatively fewer search efforts, and the overhead of an extra 
model may not be compensated in these cases. 
5.2 Latin Square Problem 
The (classical) Latin square problem (probOOS in CSPLib [GW99]) is to fill a 
n X n matrix with n digits such that each column and each row must form a 
permutation. W e use a standard model [DdVC03] as the single model Vi = 
T>x, Cx) which uses the set of variables X = {xij \ l < < n} for the cells 
of the matrix. Each variable Xij represents the cell in the z-th row and j-th. 
column and has a domain D^；” = {1，...，n} denoting the possible numbers to 
be filled in a cell. The constraints in C^ ensure that the same digit cannot 
appear on the same row and on the same column. There are O(n^) disequality 
constraints Xij + Xu, where 1 < i < n and 1 < j < / < n, to ensure that 
no two cells in the same row take the same digit. Similarly, there are O(n^) 
disequality constraints Xij — xij, where 1 < j < n and 1 < i < I < n, to 
ensure that no two cells in the same column take the same digit. Thus, there 
are totally O(n^) constraints in this model. W e initialize each binary cost 
which violates a disequality constraint to T and all other costs to 丄.The 
theoretical search space complexity of the Latin square problem is n"^. 
Example 5.1 gives one possible solution for the n = 3 instance of the Latin 
square problem in which the search space complexity is = 19,683. The 
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t i 1 2 3 
1 1 3 2 
2 2 1 3 
3 3 2 1 
Figure 5.1: A solution of the Latin square problem for n 二 3 instance 
numbers on the left-hand side of the matrix indicate the row number i, and 
those above indicate the column number j. Each cell takes a digit between 
1 and 3 inclusively. Each row and each column form a permutation of the 
digits {1,2’3}. For example, cells a;ii, xu, and 0:13 take digits 1, 3, and 2 
respectively. 
Similar to the Langford's problem, there are different ways to model the 
Latin square problem [DdVCOSj. W e can use the set of variables y = [yik 11 < 
2, k < n}, where each variable yik represents the digit k in the z-th row. The 
domain of each variable is Dy.^ = {1，•..，n} denoting the possible column po-
sitions for the digit k in the z-th row. Based on this viewpoint (乂 Vy) and the 
bijective function f{xij h-^  /c) = yik 1— j for all ij, /c e {1,..., n}, the induced 
model can be generated automatically by generalized model induction. Thus, 
a single model and its induced model can be combined to form a combined 
model. 
Contrary to the Langford's problem, the Latin square problem has many 
solutions for each instance. In many situations, we may want to have pref-
erences among solutions. Therefore, to model such situation, we change each 
binary 丄 cost in the constraints of the model to a random cost from 丄 to n 
inclusively. In this soft Latin square problem, the problem is tightened and 
the number of solutions becomes smaller. 
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the experimental results of the classical and soft 
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AC* on V FDAC* on V EDAC* on V 2-AC* on V' 
n fail time fail time fail time fail time 
0 0 0 ” 6 0 0 0.01 
10* 1 0.13 1 0.14 1 0.16 0 0.23 
15* 14 1.44 14 1.55 14 1.99 0 2.62 
20* 712 11.5 546 13.79 747 24.33 0 18.49 
25* 4 65.54 18 36.88 173 41.79 0 130.66 
Table 5.3: Experimental results on solving classical Latin square problem 
AC* on V ~ F D A C * on V E D A C * on V 2 - A C * on V � 
_n fail time fail time fail time fail time 
^ 5 0 4 0 4 0 5 0~ 
4 172 0.01 100 0.02 98 0.03 125 0.02 
5 25016 2.61 10038 2.85 7325 5.08 14950 2.78 
6 751412 153.82 111545 105.95 76353 144.6 203839 93.93 
7 - - 1866490 3558.49 950480 3632.47 3621550 2933.09 
Table 5.4: Experimental results on solving soft Latin square problem 
Latin square problems respectively. For each soft instance, we generate 10 
instances and report the average results. 
W e can see from Table 5.3 that classical Latin square problems are easy to 
solve up to n = 25. The amount of search is small even using a single model. 
Enforcing 2-AC* on a combined model can still reduce the search space to 
achieve no backtracks. However, its runtime is larger than those of the single 
models due to the overhead of an extra model. The soft Latin square problems, 
however, are much more difficult than the classical ones, since we are searching 
for the most preferred solution among the solution space. Therefore, we can 
solve only the smaller instances within the time limit of 2 hours. Table 5.4 
shows that although 2-AC* is not achieving the smallest number of fails among 
other local consistencies, its runtime is highly competitive. 
Like classical and soft Langford's problem, 2-AC* is the most efficient for 
the more difficult instances. In fact, even with two models, the time complexity 
of 2-AC* is only a constant order higher than that of AC*. In addition, by 
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Theorem 4.4’ 2-AC: is strictly stronger than AC*. Therefore, 2-AC* would give 
a better overall performance. On the other hand, FDAC* and EDAC* have 
higher time complexities and max{n(i, T}) respectively, which 
can possibly remove more domain values and tighten the global lower bound. 
Thus, the time gained from fewer number of backtracks cannot compensate 
that used in performing EDAC* and FDAC* algorithms and this results in a 
poor performance. The 2-AC* is striking a good balance in soft Latin square 
problems between the amount of pruning and the time spent on discovering 
the values for pruning. 
5.3 Discussion 
Our experimental results show that the performance of our 2-ACJ algorithm 
on combined models is highly competitive against enforcing AC*, FDAC*, and 
E D A C * on single models for the larger and more difficult instances, which re-
quire large amount of search efforts to either prove unsatisfiability or find an 
optimal solution. In particular, enforcing 2-AC* on combined models outper-
forms enforcing AC*, FDAC*, and EDAC* on single models and results in a 
shorter runtime to solve the problem, with the exception of the classical Latin 
square problem. In this problem, relatively small amount of search efforts is 
needed as there are many solutions in the model. Though enforcing 2-AC* can 
help to reduce more search space, this cannot counteract the overhead of an 
extra model, resulting a larger runtime than those of single models. 
Enforcing 2-AC* on combined models achieves the smallest number of fails 
in all cases except in the soft Latin square problem. It even has no backtracks in 
the classical Latin square problem. This shows that redundant modeling helps 
to increase constraint propagation by sharing the pruning and cost projection 
information between sub-models of the combined models. For the soft Latin 
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square problem, EDAC* has the smallest number of fails among other local 
consistencies. In fact, although we have shown that m-AC* is strictly stronger 
than AC*, the relative propagation strength among FDAC*, EDAC*, and 
m-AC* is still not clear. More theoretical and empirical studies have to be 
conducted to have a better understanding on their propagation behavior. 
Chapter 6 
Related Work 
In this chapter, we present the research that is related to our work on soft 
constraints, local consistencies in WCSP, and redundant modeling. W e briefly 
describe various approaches in soft constraint satisfaction problems and give 
some other existing local consistency notions in W C S P . Next, we present an 
overview of redundant modeling and channeling constraints. 
6.1 Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problems 
In classical CSP, the constraints are hard. They can either be satisfied or 
violated. It is sometimes difficult to use a classical CSP to model real-life 
problems where there are preferences and costs. Different types of soft CSPs 
are therefore proposed to solve optimization and over-constrained problems. 
Some examples are fuzzy constraint satisfaction problems (FCSPs) [Rut94], 
possibilistic constraint satisfaction problems (PossCSPs) [Sch92], probabilistic 
constraint satisfaction problems (ProbCSPs) [FL93], partial constraint satis-
faction problems (PCSPs) [FW92J and weighted constraint satisfaction prob-
lems (WCSPs) [SH81]. The above soft CSPs can be encapsulated and repre-
sented by two meta-frameworks: valued constraint satisfaction problems (VC-
SPs) [SFV95] and semiring-based constraint satisfaction problems (SCSPs) 
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BFM+96，BMR97, BMR+99]. Since our work is focused on W C S P and W C S P 
is a specific subclass of VCSP, we will present VCSP in more detail. 
A valued constraint satisfaction problem (VCSP) [SFV95] is a generic soft 
constraint framework which associates each constraint of a classical CSP with 
a valuation. The valuations are taken from a totally ordered set of monoid, 
combined using the monoid operator. They are interpreted as levels of violation 
by costs, degrees of preference, probabilities, weights, etc. 
In order to deal with the over-constrained problems, it is necessary to be 
able to express the fact that a constraint can eventually be violated. This 
can be done by associating each constraint with a valuation. A valuation 
structure is defined by a tuple S = {E^ —) where 五 is a set such that its 
elements are called valuations. The valuations are totally ordered by ；^，with 
a maximum element denoted by 丁 and a minimum element denoted by 丄. 
The binary operator ® is commutative, associative, and closed under E that 
satisfies identity, monotonicity, and has an absorbing element in E. 
A V C S P [SFV95] is a tuple V = where A M s a set of 
variables, T>x is a set of variable domains, Cx is a set of constraints, S = 
[E, y) is a valuation structure, and ip is an application from C^ to E. The 
valuation ^p{C) of C E C；^ returns an element in E, A tuple can be evaluated 
by combining the valuations of all the violated constraints using Given a 
VCSP V = (A\:DA>，C;f，《S’(/?) and a tuple 9 where var[e) C A", the valuation 
of e is denoted by Vv{0) such that Vv[0) = | C e 八 C 
var{9)八 Q violates C}. A solution of a valued CSP is to find a complete tuple 
6 with a minimum valuation according to the order ； 
V C S P is an abstract framework which provides general algorithms and 
properties [SFV95]. Some other types of CSPs, such as classical CSPs and 
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WCSPs, can be described as an instance of valued CSPs by choosing an ap-
propriate valuation structure. For example, the valuation structure for a clas-
sical CSP is given by the trivial boolean lattice E = {true, false}, where 
false = T >- true =丄，and ® = A. For WCSPs, the valuation structure 
corresponds to = N U { + 0 0 } , 0 =丄， + o o = T, and ® 二 +, using the 
> ordering for natural numbers as Schiex [SchOO] extended the notion of 
local consistency from classical CSPs to VCSPs and showed that the notion 
provides stronger constraint propagation and gives a better lower bound of the 
problem. 
6.2 Other Local Consistencies in W C S P s 
Weighted CSPs (WCSPs) form a common soft constraint framework that can 
be used to model many over-constrained problems. Recently, many efforts 
have been made in the development of various arc consistency notions and 
enforcing algorithms that can do more primings than AC* does. These arc 
consistency notions all degenerate to the standard arc consistency in classical 
CSPs. The following sections give the definitions of these arc consistencies. 
6.2.1 Full Arc Consistency 
In general, there are two types of supports: simple support and full support. 
Given a binary constraint。工“工” value b G Dx^ is a simple support for value a E 
Dxi if Cxi,xj(CL, b) = ± and it is a full support for value a G D^^ if Cxi^xjici^ b) 0 
=丄.[LS03]. 
Definition 6.1 Let V = be a binary W C S P . 
• An assignment Xj i—> a in P is full arc consistent (FAC) [LS03] with 
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respect to a constraint C^ .^ xp if there exists an assignment Xj b of Xj 
such that Cx“xj(SL, b) © Cx^{b)=丄.Value 6 is a full support for xi i-^  a. 
• A variable Xi in V is FAC if all assignments of Xi are FAC with respect 
to all binary constraints Cxi.xj-
• V is fully star arc consistent (FAC*) if every variable in V is NC* and 
FAC. 
0) = 0，T = 2 C0 = 0, T = 2 
Xi X2 工 1 
/ \ C N / \ / N 
1 p p - ^ 1 1 ① 〇 1 
2 〇 ① 2 2 2 
\ y \ ) ^ — ) V — ^ 
(a) [h) 
Figure 6.1: Two equivalent W C S P s with valuation structure 5(2) 
To enforce FAC*, we have to force full supports for every variable as-
signment. However, not every W C S P can be transformed into an equiva-
lent one that is FAC* [dHZL05]. For example, the W C S P in Figure 6.1(a) 
is AC*, but not FAC* because value 1 G jDxi is not fully supported (i.e., 
C^工 1’幻(1，l)eCU(l) = 1 ①0 = 1〉丄 and C仏幻(1,2)0^,(2) = 0 0 1 = 1 > 丄). 
W e can restore the full support for 1 G D^^ and obtain the W C S P depicted 
in Figure 6.1(b). However, it is still not FAC* because value 2 G Dy.^  is not 
fully supported. If we force the full support FAC* algorithm again, we return 
to the W C S P in Figure 6.1(a). Thus, enforcing FAC* can fall into a deadlock 
situation in which the W C S P returns to itself after some iterations, but is still 
not FAC*. To avoid this situation, a weaker local consistency, star directional 
arc consistency (DAC*) [LS03], is proposed. 
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6.2.2 Full Directional Arc Consistency 
In the previous arc consistency notions, the order of the variables in a W C S P 
is unimportant. In star directional arc consistency (DAC*), however, the vari-
ables are assumed to be totally ordered. 
Definition 6.2 Let V = be a binary W C S P . 
• An assignment Xi a in T is directional arc consistent (DAC) [LS03 
with respect to a constraint Cx^^xj where j > i, if there exists an assign-
ment Xj H 6 of Xj such that Cxi^xjicL, b) © Cx^ {b)=丄.Value 6 is a full 
support for Xi a. 
• A variable Xi in V is D A C if all assignments of Xi are D A C with respect 
to all binary constraints Cxi^ xj where j > i. 
• V is star directional arc consistent (DAC*) if every variable in V is NC* 
and D A C . 
In DAC*, for a variable 工“ we need to consider the constraints Cx“xj where 
j > i. This means for every binary constraints Cx^^xj, enforcing D A C * requires 
a full support on one side of the variables only. DAC* is incomparable with 
AC*, which requires a simple support on both sides. 
By combining the properties of DAC* and AC*, another arc consistency 
notion, fully star directional arc consistency (FDAC*) [LS03] is formed. 
Definition 6.3 Let V 二 be a binary W C S P . V is fully star 
directional arc consistent [LS03] (FDAC*) if every variable in V is DAC* and 
AC*. 
Since F D A C * requires a simple support on one side of a binary constraint 
and requires a full support on the other side, FDAC* is stronger than either 
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AC* or D A C * and can provide a better lower bound for the problem. [LS03]. 
Besides, introducing an ordering on the variables can prevent the deadlock 
situation happened when enforcing FAC*. 
6.2.3 Existential Directional Arc Consistency 
Based on FDAC*, de Givry et al. [dHZL05] introduced yet another arc con-
sistency notion called star existential arc consistency (EAC*). 
Definition 6.4 Let V = be a binary W C S P . 
• A variable xi in V is existential arc consistent (EAC) [dHZL05] with 
respect to a constraint if there exists an assignment Xj a of 
Xi such that Cxi (a)=丄 and there is an assignment Xj h b such that 
Cxi,a:j(jh b) © Cxj {b)=丄.Value 6 is a full support for variable Xi. 
• V is star existential arc consistent (EAC*) if every variable in V is NC* 
and EAC. 
EAC* requires every variable Xi to have at least one assignment Xi a 
such that Cxi (a)=丄 and the assignment has a full support in every constraint 
Cxi,xj- Thus, for a variable Xi having all values a G D^^ with Cx^(a)=丄’ if 
there does not exist a value b € Dx^ such that Cxi,xj{cL, b) 0 Cx^ (b)=丄， 
enforcing EAC* makes Xi lose its node consistency and enforcing NC* on Xi 
increases the lower bound. In this way, extra pruning results and further 
decreases the search space. 
EAC* can be combined with FDAC* to form another arc consistency notion 
which is called star existential directional arc consistency (EDAC*) [dHZL05 . 
Definition 6.5 Let V = (/c, A', V^, Cx) be a binary W C S P . V is star exis-
tential directional arc consistent [dHZL05] (EDAC*) if every variable in V is 
F D A C * and EDAC*. 
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E D A C * takes the properties of FDAC* and EAC*. It is stronger than 
FDAC* because it has an additional requirement that for each variable, there 
must exist a value which is fully supported on both sides. 
m-AC* ~~； AC* ‘ 
/ \ 
EDAC* t F D A C * ^——DAC* ； m-NC* ^——NC* 
/ 
EAC* 
Figure 6.2: Relation between different local consistencies for W C S P 
The relation between different local consistencies for W C S P , including the 
refined ones for combined W C S P models, is shown in Figure 6.2. An arrow 
LCI <— LC2 indicates that LCI is strictly stronger than LC2. There is no 
arrow between two local consistencies if they are incomparable with respect to 
the stronger relation. Among the local consistencies, NC* is the weakest one 
and EDAC* is the strongest one. For the relations between m-NC* {resp. m-
AC*) and other consistencies like FDAC* and EDAC*, they are still not yet 
known. Further studies are needed on their propagation behaviors. 
6.3 Redundant Modeling and Channeling Con-
straints 
Handcrafting multiple classical CSP models for the same problem is com-
mon, although not trivial. Nadel [Nad90] took nine models of the n-queens 
problem to show that there are usually many different CSP models for a 
problem. Different models of the same problem can have different execu-
tion performances. However, it is not trivial to distinguish which model is 
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"better" than another and there is no notion of the "best" model. Cheng et 
al. [CLW96a, CLW96b, CLW97, CCLW99] proposed the concept of redundant 
modeling. Different models of the same problem can be combined to form 
a combined model using channeling constraints and the combined model can 
take the advantages of each sub-models to increase constraint propagation and 
efficiency. They used the n-queens problem as an example to illustrate how to 
combine two redundant models using channeling constraints and how the com-
bined model can achieve extra constraint propagation by sharing information 
between sub-models. They also applied redundant modeling on a real-life nurse 
rostering problem and showed significant speedup in the combined model to 
the single models. Hnich, Smith, and Walsh [HSW04] performed an extensive 
theoretical and empirical study of different models for permutation and injec-
tion problems. They showed a general methodology to compare various models 
by defining a measure of constraint tightness by the level of local consistency 
being enforced in the models. 
Chapter 7 
Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, we. summarize our contributions in this thesis and give some 
possible directions for future research. 
7.1 Contributions 
W e have applied the concept of redundant modeling on W C S P s and proposed 
two local consistency notions, m-NCJ and m-AC*, to handle combined W C S P 
models that contain m sub-models. The contribution of our work can be 
summarized as follows. 
First, we have given a formal definition of permutation WCSPs. They 
keep the same properties of permutation CSPs in which each variable takes a 
unique value and the number of variables is the same as the size of variable 
domains. The all-different constraints among variables are hard binary con-
straints. In addition, there are other soft binary constraints in which their 
costs are between 丄 and T inclusively. 
Second, redundant modeling requires multiple models of the same problem 
to be connected by channeling constraints. In classical CSP, though not trivial, 
it is relatively easy to handcraft an alternative model of a problem. However, 
it is more difficult to do so for W C S P s since the costs are not only 丄 and T. 
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Law and Lee [LL02] introduced model induction which generates a redundant 
CSP model using a given one and another viewpoint of the CSP. W e have 
generalized the notion so that a redundant W C S P model can also be generated. 
W e have given detailed explanation, aided with examples, to show how to 
convert different constraints from one model to another and yield a redundant 
W C S P model automatically. 
Third, we have discovered that naively combining redundant W C S P mod-
els using channeling constraints and relying on the standard propagation algo-
rithms for the channeling constraints to transmit pruning information between 
sub-models do not work well. This discovery is supported by our preliminary 
experiments done on the combined W C S P models to evaluate the performance 
of single and combined models when enforcing NC* and AC*. By analyzing 
the propagation behavior in the combined models, we observe the undesirable 
behavior that enforcing AC* on a combined W C S P model can miss pruning 
opportunities which are available even in a single model. 
Fourth, through the investigation of the adverse behavior encountered when 
enforcing NC* and AC* on a combined model, we have generalized NC* 
and AC*, and proposed m-NC* and m-AC* respectively for combined mod-
els containing m sub-models. W e have proven that the refinements are strictly 
stronger than NC* and AC* respectively. Experiments on our implementations 
of 2-NC* and 2-AC* have shown the benefits of extra prunings, which lead to 
a greatly reduced search space and better runtime than the state-of-the-art 
AC*, FDAC*, and EDAC* algorithms on both classical and soft benchmark 
problems, especially hard instances. 
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7.2 Future W o r k 
Our work extends the concept of redundant modeling from classical CSPs to 
WCSPs. Since redundant modeling for W C S P s is a new concept, there is 
plenty of scope for future work. 
First, the proposed generalized model induction is currently applied to gen-
erate a dual model of a permutation W C S P . It is interesting to investigate how 
general induced W C S P models can be generated. W e can check if the same 
techniques of generalized model induction can be applied to non-permutation 
W C S P s and what requirements of the channeling constraints for model in-
duction are needed. Second, suppose we are able to obtain redundant W C S P 
models for non-permutation WCSPs, it is interesting to study how to combine 
them. Given a non-permutation W C S P model, its redundant model can have 
either set [LS06] or Boolean (i.e., a variable with domain {0，1}) variables. 
Thus, the combined model is a combination of different type of variables. Lee 
and Siu [LS06] proposed a framework and defined various consistency notions 
for W C S P s with set variables. It is worthwhile to study how integer and set 
sub-models can be connected to enhance constraint propagation. 
Third, we have refined node and arc consistencies for combined models. 
There are other existing local consistency notions in WCSPs, such as FDAC* 
:LS03] and E D A C * [dHZL05]. For FDAC* and EDAC*, we have to apply 
both projections and extensions to force supports. It is interesting to re-
fine the operation of extensions into c-extensions and incorporate c-supports 
and c-projections to FDAC* and EDAC* to obtain m-FDAC* and m-EDAC* 
respectively. Fourth, we can also have some theoretical studies on the propa-
gation behavior between m-AC* and other local consistencies such as FDAC* 
and EDAC*. This allows us to have a better understanding on when using 
m-AC* is a better choice. 
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